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THE MPS COMING
TWO THOUSAND
STRONG
LARCeS PARTY ON THEIR WAY
.F1101S MICX100 TO
THE U. S.
Iff OF THEM ARE
KARIN THEIR UNIFORMS
LSO FLOCKING TO HAWAII-
760 WERE CLASSED
AB LABORERS.
)lone of Them Have Gone to the
Plantations--Can't Keep
Timm OM,
e • •
Washington. Jan 1.-Reliable in-
ftwmation has been 'received here of a
.ospective agiges pf over J.000 Jap-
tsetse into ;AP tailed :States fmorn
'.  Met ice. Siring. 011 'Abet! • ' ha% e ar-
rived ind others are expected to 'r-
6% 0 . 
g?",
4 n,gete. They were
igivAt spoliation from Japan.
arid were to be employed in the deer,-
•iteratkeif importaat interests in Mee-
Tboee oho have arrived have he-
:-.aeine dissatisfied with their conditions
end eurroundinge. and already some
beer started fur the Nfelican border
If .they are !hued mentally and phys-
ieally soloed and the requirements of
the inaaniatation law% are met, there
Is nothing to prevent them from ern
teeing the Vnited States
• Calms by Thousands; From Hawaii.
Washington. Jan. s-Japanese ini-
migrairem to the Hawaiian islands
during the past in months aggregated
Woe a large portion of whore sub•
4equently came to the United States
, Nig* Their Undone..
liouolelu, an. co Although met-t ot
the 760 Japanese laborers arroing
here on the Chins* Meru were
as laborers. in search of employment.
.one hove gone to the plantations. It
has becie itiscovered that many of
them erho arc ix-soldi-r brought
their uniforms. All ere now scattered
in the oriental quarter..
••••••••••
. What a Methodist Bishop lays.
Los Angeles. Cal . ian. o-Biehoo
•hi. C. Hams, head of the Methodist
church in Japan say. "The states-
men of Japan do not regard war with
the. country a• a possibility. They
are cultivating the arts of peace, and
the relatious betweeo Japan and
America are to become more and
more friendly. Why. Admiral Togn
Mid his men would sooner commit
ban i kari than turn their skips against
am navy"
r ffTiv
 wit
HORSE AND
COW OWNERS
WARRANTS ISSUED FOR DR.
GRIFFITH AND LAWYER
liRADSHAW. 
•
Judge Cross Would Have Given Mrs.
Averitt "Hours" But i Seems
She Has Already Left.
•
Too warrants were issued yester-
day at instana of Lycurgus Rice, the
etfetra),•seock i pateher for the city,
-
ostse there:fog Th. B. B. Griffith' with
e-
• alEttNe hitslubtsolust at large and the
oshEreastilati Vrtt4: .Iiiradshaw, Sr.,
at Weat Broadway. who is accused
of permitting his Cow to roam at
large. the horse and cow wwere
both taken tip by the catcher.
Catcher Rice ivae called to the rail-
road hospitalyeeterday, a cow getting
in the yard. but be the time he got
ewe Alse beast was gone. e 44 a;
Iv ...Woman Has Gone.
,)!rs, jarv .kveritt has left the city.
Ova argpoet there fore there
reir ruithet action in her
case. S te wia" Warranted laet
the *large of A !towing disa-asel,-
eareiratione at her home Oh. Eighth
lairds streets. Wike did not ap-
pear in court the morning: the judge
•decided the action. sehich was di.-. ,
missed against her. The officer have
had coesiderable troubte with hee. aed
jtidge-Croee hod promised to give her
•
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(fours in which to get out of town
ii the police brought her before him,
but as it seems she has already gone,
there will be no occasion for this.
Policeman Sick.
Patrolman Casper Jones is confined
at his home with an attack of illneas,
and .unable to report for duty yes-
terday.
CREMATED CORPSE OF
CHILD IN FURNACE
Chicago Lsboter Was Unable to Pay
for Funeral Expenses.
0./.. 0• II MI/
Chicago, Jan. g.-Charles Peterson,.
a laborer, was arraigned Tuesday be-
fore Municipal Judge ,Himes on the
charge of having cremated the corpse
of his child in a foundry where be
was employed. The child died six
days ago. and Peterson was wahout
sufficient funds to give it proper
burial. He held the body in the hestio•
for five days, hoping to secure suffi-
cient fends for a funeral. Occuysnh
of the adjoining buildings, who knew
of the child's death, complained to the
police that no step had been taken to
inter the body, and whe rithe officers
visited Peterson today he informed
them that, de•pairiig of beium able
to obtain enough money to bury the
child in decent fashion. he had car-
ried the body to the foundry, where
he was employed, and had burned it
in one of the furnaces. Peterson was
fined $25 by Judge Nimes.
TYPHOID EPIDEMIC
IS PROVING FATAL.
OssIngsville. Ky. Jan the
extieme southern part of this county.
an epidemic of typhoid frier is pre-
sailing. Half a dozen deaths have
loin reported within the last two
deys: viith as many more caws be-
hest to be beyood relief
MANY PEOPLE
WANTED HELP
THE NIGHT RIDERS
SENDING OUT
WARNINGS
GROWERS IN TRIGG COUNTY
AND NEIGHBORING DIS-
TRICT IN PANIC.
&CENT EXPERIENCE
AN OBJECT LESSON
DYNAMITE AND TORCH TO BE
APPLIED TO COERCE
THEM.
The Farmers are Rushing Their To-
bacco to Association Ware-
houses at Cobb.
If you don't put that tobacco in
organisation and store it at Cobb or
Cerulean we are going to give you
hen. Cadiz agreement is no go; we
are running this now.
NIGHT RIDER.
t
Glair, Ks.. Jan. 9.-Intimitlated by
finding the above warning on their
ba•ns and fearing dynamite or the
torch, farmers are hastening to de.
beet their tobacco to the associatiod
warehouse* at Cobb or at Cerulean.
The Cad,* agreement referred to
was intended to close the war be-
listen the association and non-asso-
ciation growers. The agreement has
1 brill ;in,. effect and 
working satisfac-
to'ily''Utitil'fately. when there has
been some dissatisfaction.
A recent atterufe to blow up with
Gyeamite the tobacco barn of a man
who refused to join the association in
Caldwell cpulty. comleined %slob the
•Oarnings.to the Trigg tounty grow-
ers, has caused a revival of the un-
rest which existed immediately after
fbe two stemmenee at Princeton
SECRETARY TONER SUBNIERG- 
were destroyed, and farmers all over
ED WITH APPLICATIONS 
Trigg and Caldwell counties ace on
YESTERDAY.
Sudden Drop in Temperature Caused
Big Rush ts the Charity
Club.
The falling .now, accompanied by a
sudden change to colder weather ae-
e..enied for the unusual rush °cella-
a a. yesterday at the office of Secre-
taro lap Toner of The Charity dub,
a0 he had quite a numbee/fffiealler•
during the day, all wanting . In
tech instance he took the ndm. and
ad•iress of the party, and then made
a tour of investigation. a% he always
dots. in order to see that the appli•
tants Were deserving of cssistance out
of the charity funds. He found all
were worthy and gave aid according-.
ty. He found some very sad cases
of destitution, and as it turned much
colder last evening, many more re-
quests can be anticipated for today
by the clot and its noble workers.
Many called on Mayor Teiser and
County Judge Lightfoot yesterday
for help hut they were all referred
to the club, through which all aid
is given, as the municipal and comity
governments contributC to the gen-
eral aid fund of which the orders are
given for food, fuel and the other
necessaries of life.
The snow for several hours 1e11 in
a misty form yesterday and melted
about as quickly as it struck earth, but
that coming just before the end of
the fall was in heavier form and re-
mains upon !he sidewalks and streets
somewhat. I.ast night the chilly ele-
ment froze most of the aacum.ulation
Prid it will be a day or two before
a3 is melted.
"HELLO" GIRLS QUIT.
Paducah Operators Rushed to Mem-
hpis to Help During Stren-
uous Time.
ssel
The'Cumberland Telephone core
fany has another strike of exchange
jerk at Memphis. Tenn.. and exper-
lanced operators from different office;
of this section arc being sent there
to train the new "hello" girls put on
te take the place of the strikers, who
qii:t because they were not given
shorter hours, better wages. and had
to work under a disagleeable chief
conoator. Four of the Paducah girls
have gone to Memphis to ivork until
the tremble is over.
Impertinence finding turitielta
peeping through his neighboe'o4eY-
hole, promptly broke down tliti*bor.
r‘••‘,,
crtoon. H. R. Lurts, J. N. Williams,
Paducah Nearly Surrounded by Back Water---River J H. Blythe ''
Continues Rising Here--Washington Depart- 
The above was the verdict of the
ment Has Issued oed Warnings"
The Ohio fiver continue; slowly
rising here. the guage yesterday
showing three-tenths of a foot rise in
the preceding twenty-four hours.
while the water is still creeping up
the bank. The rise continues getting
slower, and. some believe it will come
to a standstill within a few day'. ems
less the snowfall of yesterday should
happen to be general. and heavier
over the country than here,
which would result in additional rise.
All the streams over the country are
on a rampage and more water seems
to be in store for them. Paducah is
surrounded by backwater which came
through Island creek, then down
Cross creek and on into Bradshaw
creek' which runs across West Broad;
way. The flood . is nearly tip on
Campbell street just below Sixth,
while the wharfboatt at foot of
Broadway are nearly jam up against
the boat *ore and Armour's Plant.
The only fear the steamboatmen hive
is that the snowfall may be heavy
elsewhere, and the warns period bring
Ipa men •
' Flood Warning.
Washington, Santa-The weather
bureau last night issued the following
flood warning:
"Special forecast-eFlood warnings
have been (stied' as follows: For the
Mil-tens:river, nineteen feet at 14
Salk. or one foot above flood stage,
and flood stages at Peoria and points
below. For the .Wahash river a fur-
ther rise at Mount Carmel, Ill.. tat
twenty-two feet or more. the”floa
tstage being fifteen feet. The-Midi%) ..
river of Ohio is at flood stages 1 .
night at Defiance and Napoleon. • i
on more rains.
their guard at all times.
Leaders of the Dark Tobacco
Growers' Association condemn these
tliqgWtof violence and say that the
as on has no knowledge of t
or of the men who potted the
They are for peaceful methods only,
Icy say.
PT. OF PUBLIC
SCHOOLS TO BE
CHANGED
TRUSTEES ENTERING .INTO
t.CORR NDENCE FOR
; GO NAM NOW.
up" tit IE
MACE THIS SPERO
COUNTY TEACHERS HOLD
MONTHLY LITERARY MEET-
LNG SATURDAY.
Two Rural Schools Closed-Over
Half Out by End
of Month.
That there is to be made a change
in the superintendency of the public
schools this year there is no doubt,
judging from the expressions of the
trestees, and one of the board mem-
bers yesterday said they had already
taken up the question of entering
into correspondence with leading
professor, the country over to have
their pick and choce from a large
umber is hen they got ready
the change, which will not
effective titan' next June.
One of the truttees announced that
this arc not at all pleased at the
torn-up condition of the school', re-
'leant from little petty scraps of per,
tonal and political uature, and that
this would surely have to stop if it
ook a general weeding out to pro-
glee harmony and advancement The
rilatees Want some real good man
es superintendent, and will hate am
"Atcrial to pick from when the
titse :arr yes to Make, the change.
County Literary.
The County School Teacher.' .1.
sociation will hold its monthly liter
Cr session Saturday at the Lone Oak
gr. and the prospects are foe a
attendance, as a fine program
hie% &ranged, and being tholifir
y since November rs
educators did not meet in De-
r on account of all being busy,
the holidays. The program for
MANY FEAR RETTITION
tht coming session follows:
ceao-Dryotional exerOses, Rev. 'I'.
B. Rouse.
t000-Written Work iii Language;
Miss May Young, R. A. Wood.
10:3ce-Ends and Principles in Lan-
guage Teaiiiing; Miss Pearl Miles, W.
T. Harrison.
i 1:0o-sr-Materials and Methods in
Language Teaching; J. S. Ragsdale,
R. L. liea:h.
itaps--Langua, Training in the
Rural Schoo/s; Istedelltaii Webb,
'MO., Irene -011-La_tteete,
N oon i'ma.st-ittj
• • l'at.M44131)14; '
3 :Jo robnithic : ' LW Feezor,
Arises Nettie Perkins. •
.iisa-sogiritphy; Gratis** Miller,
Miss, Annie Hutchinson.
2:30
-Biography and History; W.
J. Yarbrough, Miss Fanny Wilson;
o:oo-Civics and Economies; Prof.
George F. Miller, Prof. A. M. Rags-
dajie::rMiscellaneous.
th the above program there isW 
completed the study of Wh te's "Art
of Teaching. Every teacher who can
poseibly attend this the last meeting
for the school year, should be pres-
ent and help make it a remarkable
year in the history of the county as-
sociation. At this meeting it is ex-
pected to present to the teachers a
plan for a course of reading during
vacation
Schools Closing.
There are only two of the county
schools that have brought their pres-
cut to a close, while by the
last of this month, over half of them
w II have shut the doors for the ws-
sion. This will include the fluildings
of the fen teachers who have been
selected by Supt. Samuel Billington
as McCracken county's students to
the State Normal school at BOwling
Green.
MORPHINE WAS
AN OVERDOSE
CORONER'S JURY BROUGHT IN
VERDICT OF ACCIDEN-
TAL DEATH.
The Bernsine of Ida Eastwood Were
buried Yesterday Afternoon at
Oak Grove Cemetery.
•
"We: the jury, being duly, sworn
and empaneted to inquire into-the
death of (do Eastw rood, after hearing
the evidence. '.se find that she ,catne
I OF FAMOUS 1884 FLOOD .to he; dea4 asegteittaAly liy--- takingtan overdose of morphine, because ofher ner%ous condition Signed-J.
—
B. Es•itts, A. I., Redman. S. R. Rob---............
to make
become
I ty-seven feet at Arkansas City.
I sotwo feet at Greenville. aFss..
and forty-four feet at Vicksburg, the
latter stage to be reached in about
t*n day,"
Rains in Ohio Valley.
Evansville, Ind., Jan. 0.-A rainfall
of two inches up and down the Ohio
valley since daylight has renewed
fears of a rcpition of the floods of
0184. At noon she river was station-
fry at forty feet. The downpour to-
day has not been equaled for years.
Union township is partly under water,
she roads being covered five feet
some places. The damages to farm-
ers is very heavy.
'At Cairo.
Cairo, III.. Jan. co.-Great damage
has already been done by the high
water. Tonight the gauge registers
Over forty-four feet and a'vast terri-
tory above and below Cairo is under
water. All work on the Cairo &
Thebes Railroad has been suspended.
Considerable live stock arid a tre-
mendous amount of corn have been
lost. Along the river the flood con-
ditions are carefully watched
• Two feet more of water would cov-
er many of the landings between
Cairo and Memphis and bring great
destriot'on to crops and other prop-
erty.
The railroads are haying trouble
with the water. The Cotton Belt
come in last night overiten hours late
'and the train from the South today
Was teveral hours. hate. Both big
pimps
 a
n i this city are busy throwing-
'For the lower Missiseappi ricer, (Contintied on Page Right). like
-JCS^
JUIY that yesterday avestigated the
death of Ida Eastwood. under direc-
tion of Coroner Frank F.aker. ' The
Jurors after hearing the evidence of
those in the holm-, were of the opin-
ion that she died from an overdose
of the drug.
Yesterday afternoon the remains
were buried in Oak Grove cemetery,
following- funeral services held at the
house, to36 Kentucky avenue.
The woman left some property, and
having no telatives here to take
charge of it, the county court yester-
day ordered the estate into the hands
of Public Administrator Fera G.
Rudolph.
WANTED TO SELL HIS WIFE
Woman Gets Divorce From Man
Who Sought to Dispose of Her.
Milwaukee. Wis.. ;an, 9-That her
husband, Louis Dingfeldt, aged 25
years. sought to sell or lease her so
that he could "get another woman"
was alleged by Lizz'e Dingfeldt, aged
25 years, today in the circuit court.
She wss granted a divorce. They were
married in August, two, and have one
son.
Cattle Starving.
Medicine fiat, Alberta. Jan. Q.—
Hundreds of cattle arc lying dead
along the Canadian Pacific railroad
fences between this point and Cal-
gary- as the result of being unable to
pet feed on account of the unprece-
dented heavy fall of snow, which has
now lain on the ground since the
eliddle of December and has been
go
-dually increased in depth. Weak-
ened by starvation, the cattle have
erifted before the wind to the snow.
fences, and have then perished. The
losses to the cattlemen north of her
will put many of them out or bt14-
fietS, t. &
5.
FRONIMSMEN
MEE!' TUESDAY
NIGHT
REPORTS AND DEVELOP.
MENTS TO BE LAID BR-
YORE THEM.
.1
NUMBER OF RASES
wing- SURVEILLAVE
_21411110,'
COM hi I TT EMI EN "-WILL GET
IRREFUTEVIDENCE
tit4
Owensboro Authoritigi rFollowing
the Pace Set fly judge
W. M Reed.
-The Frontiersmen- otdgelrirst and
Second 'wards have call
a 
t mettle
tor next Tuesday eiening al the sheet
iron and metal works of Contractor
(Iris J. Miller of Sixth and Trimble
streets, and, as it is the Ina gathering
ter about three or four wetiet an nu
usually large crowd will be on hand
t % hear the committee Ileptirts and
nuntion of other developments com-
ing to the surface in the meantime.
The committeemen have number
cif suspicions places • surveil-
lance, but they want ats ..), a "dead
sere shot" on the ocelefint- le :Ore
an move is taken to warrant thew,
as the frontiersmen realize they rotosi
be possessed of conclusive evidence
before ,they can secure conyieticaris of
the women for running diseiederly
licuses. They do not intend to war-
rant atlybotLy who will move when
rotified. but where the latter refuse
to vacate, and the committeemen are
-Alet 01 their evidence. charges will
be instituted and bitterly prosecuted.
The following from Owensboro
shows that the..ofticials of that city
.:re following 'me footsteps of judge
W. Al. Reed of this city in breaking
up the hell-holes in nature of bawdy
houer.. mid dives. the Paducah judge
accomplishing this teith one stroke
of the pen. _after the polite depart-
ment and other city officials had t•et
silently for year. Slid 'permitted the
debauchery to flourish without mak-
illy the slightest attempt whatever to
break it up. The Owensboro tele,
gram follows: ,- - ,. -. 401r-
Owensboro, 'Ey., Jass..n-The esa5
Taat i;tias-fsaLu*day night canned
the greater part of the women of the.
"half world" out of the city. lit of
Carrn bought tickets for 14 Tr,
but a number were bound for Evans-
1•11e. The women took their doer-
true very Okay and orderly and Do
ore knew that they were going until
they left cabs at the depot and
boarded the era*
When asked they Were leaving
the city they replied that they had
received orders to leave the city on
the tycis traits ntider the penalty of
Ecing arrested if they did not go.
These ordere tfley said came direct
from the -city administration through
a pciliceman who served the notices.
The following Is Mayor CYBryan's
order to Chief of Police Meisenheim-
er for the closing of the houses in the
"red light" district. • , . .. .
"You ate he ' il that if
bawdy houses do exist in the city. or
if you have reaitom4s. believe that
they exist. to h•a`e61ffilfe patrolmen to
lecate and rid the city of them at
once and see that they do not•retoriew
rlgto 
COLUMBIAN OFFICERS.
•%.
The New Officers ter Knights Put in 11\
Their Places Last Night,
The Knights destgrunibos last
night hiring their meeting at the ball
on North Fourth street. inducted into
their respective play*. the new
officers, as follows:
Grand Knight-John J. Donovan.
Deputy _Grand Kuight-W„ .j.
White .
Secretary-A. R. Meyers. -
Treasurer---J. Morton Hand.
Chancellor --F. H. Flanigan,
Warden-George F. Weikel.
Lecturer-Joan J. Dorian.
Advocate-.-Joseph
Inside Guard-Maurice l.enilian..
Outside Guard-J. Obenfmoser.
Trustee for twoi Aietaretsets .R.
Grouse. -sarda.•
.Trustee for three years-Micheal
Williams. •
•,/ Negligence left his coat on the
root steps to find that Sinvenlinea*
had wiped Isis feet on it, 
- 
eat
atsi'Oe •
4;*
aaa
aa.a.
a
a
WHISKEY LICENSE ALL
COME UP THIS EVENING
IF THE ALDERMEN GET ORGANIZED AND DOWN TO BUSI-
NESS MUCH TIME WILL BE DEVOTED TO HEARING
ARGUMENTS PRO AND CON REGARDING THE LIQUOR
LICENSES WilICH HAVE TO BE PASSED ON—UNDER-
STOOD THAT ALDERMEN W ILL NOT SANCTION ACT OF
COUNCIL IN GRANTING SOME LICENSES.
This evening about the most inter- cense because it was tod close to a
esting feature of the aldermanic meet- chtokh.
Ina. outside election of a president, Rev. Calvin NT. Thompson of the
will be the question of issuing licenses First Baptist church is keeping up the
to liquor aellers of this city. It may work he and Rev. T. J. Neweil started
11)e that the board will not get to meet last summer when they got the old
and dispose of anything, because boards to take away the licenses of
nothing can be transacted until a all salooniats at Eleventh and Broad-
-president is elected, and as four are way oirmaftotint eif the bum crowds
for one man and four for another hanging around always iazulted pass-
the propects are for a "deadlock" on- ing school girls and Ad es who haVe
less some of the new aldermen suffer to go by the places.
a change of heart and go over to the Barney Paditett & Co.. and Dick
opposite side, thereby giving a ma- Rosenthal Monday nilit got licenses
jority. from the council to open at Thir-
) It is ntidersiond. though. that when _ teenth and Clay, one saloon by each, 
'evr the aldermen do get organized but the residents of that section op-
and down to lIcng basis they will pose this, and will ask the aldermenallIVi 
reject onic of the saloon licenses tonight not to raffy the councilmanici • 
which were granted Monday night by action. For several years the saloons
the new cmuiail. No license is finally on that corner were great menace.
dissolute fetnals frequenting them atissued unt I both the council and
all hours of the day and night, withaldermen have 'avorably passed on it.
The councilmen granted saloon Ii- result that the I censci were finally
eenses for parties to open at Thir- taken away-
teenth and Clay streets, which is the Another one that is to be opposed
place "weeded out" by the old legis- this evening is J. D. Overstreet of
lative hoards last year by taking the Eighth and Harris. The mayor had
licensts away from every aloonist to take his licene away last year be-
there. Last year the old body also cause be sold on Sunday. and he now
look the lieenaes from every saloon- wants a new one.
iat at Eleventh and Broadway, but Monday night the council took
now the proprietor: come in and Dryfu: and Wrirs quart liquor liceirse
want to get their grant back.. The away from them because vile and ob-
council d d not have an opportunity scene literature was used in advertis-to pass on these Broadway applica- .ng their "Devil's Island Gin," anddons of Oscar Denker and Theobald tonight this license may come beforePeters Nfionday night. The papers the aldermen, hut it is not necessary.
were not properly made out, there- because even if the aldermen grantedfore the first action given to these it. the application would have to go
will be the aldermen tonight_ I back for confirmation by the councilThe cotincil Monday granted all ex- I which has already turned it down.
rept the protested one: not made out Taking away the quart license doesproperly, while tonight every appli- not prevent Dryfits: & Weil from
cation come- before the aldermanic selling by the wholesalebody for consideration. Monday night about too liquorH. H. Evans wants a license to dealers were at the meeting to see
open 3 saloon at Twelfth and .Trimble what act nit the council took on the
atreets. and this comes up tonight, licenses, while this evening anotherThe him Ming is right across the cor- big crowd will be on hand
ner from the Trimble street Metlio- It is understood that the aldermen
'Nat church and Rev G. W. Banks of intend respecting the wishes of thethat congregation and other are op- good people in each vicinity, ands willposing the license being granted. Last turn down applications where existyear the old hoards rein-el this ii- a just complaint against 't.
•
STANDARD OIL
PLANT FOR CAIRO.
Rumored That Jitig Corporation May
Establish Plant There.
(Cairo, Bulletin.)
.1 telegraphic inquiry sent by The
Tlelletin to %liking yesterday had not
teen responded to at the hour of go-
ing to press; and the only mention
af the matter in the metropolitan
press yesterday was that in yester-
day's Chicago Tribune, which was
orobably merely a copy of the dis-
patch if the day before in the Cin-
c•imati Enquirer:
"Whiting. Ind.. Jan. 7.—aSpecial
--It is reported that the Standard Oil
company has made appropriation for
machinery to be used in a big new re-
ftnory to be built at Cairo. Ill., which
I' to employ t.000 men and will sup-
ply the north and northwest."
A 'Bulletin reporter called yester-
day on Mr. Norris. Cairo agent of the
Stt.ntlard Oil company. Mr. Norris
hat.' heard nothing a! all about the
repot. He replied pleasantly to all
questions: but could give no informa-
t:on on the subject. He said the corn-
rany'a business had very largely in-
creased here during the last year. and
Wa4 really rushed with orders, having
siifficillty to fill them all promptly.
The Cairo station has three tanks. one
liaving a cavacity of Fo,000 gallons
'yid the two others about moo° each.
The Cairo station ships almost wholly
to northern points, and the southern
terhtory is supplied from Louisville.
Both these cities are supplied from
the Whitingrefine ry. Mir. Norris did
not know Nether or not the com-
pany owned any ground in or near
Cairo. other than that on which the
tanks were located. Tie %aid if the
company located snch a plant here it
svotild, of course be beyond the chi'
limits. as the city ordinances would
'prohibit it locating in the city.
CALL SH A K ESPEARF.
PLAYS IMMORAL
Chattanooga Payola) Demand That
Productions Be Barred From
Anditoriurn.
FADER'S CAS'
POSTPONiD
J. C. BEATTY GIVEN CONTINU-
ANCE OF WARRANT
AGAINST HIM.
Chattanooga, Tenn. Jan. o—Shake-
apeare i immoral and Romeo and
Juliet is particularly reprehensible.
accorting to the ministers of
vi lie.
This was decided at the meeting of
the \linistere Alliance and a com-
mittee has been named to see that no
performance of Shakespearean or any
other plays is, given at the Ryman
Auditorium, the public assembly hall
at Nnahville.
Recently "Remen and Juliet" was
produced at the Ryman .auditorium
by a lyceum company, and thia per-
formance particularly aroused the ire
of 'the m nicters. A protect was
lodged at the time with the trustees
of the anditorinm, but these men
failed to (discover the immorality of
Shakespeare. and allowed the per-
formance to be given.
Dr. Kelly. one of the leading min-
;atera. 'mated that he had given at000
toward the erection of the additorium,
but that he did' it with diaanct tin-
derstauding that such "shows" should
not he produced there.
After -spirited it scuaaion concern-
ing immoral dramas, a committee of
three leading ministers was named
to wait on the trnstees, investigate
the matter and report back to the
alliance.
Until Saturday Was Continued the
Sign Warrants Against White-
head and Konetzka.
J. C. Beatty wis before the police
court yesterday morning on the
charge of failing to provide for Ti s
children. Judge Cross continued the
proceeding over until next Saturday.
Charles Clark. colored, alias "Gold-
tooth Charley," was held to the cir-
cuit court grand jury on the charge
of breaking into John W. Hall's va-
cant house on West Jefferson street
and stealing some lead pipe, brass
faucets and several dozen empty bot-
tles.
James Doolin was given a contimi-
ance until February i of the warrant
charging him viath stealing some rope
front the Ayer-Lord fleet of barges
over at Brookport.
An unknown drunken man was fined
$t and costs.
Until Saturday was postponed, the
warrants charging W. J. ‘Vhitehead,
the restaurant man, and J. A. Konet-
zka, the jeweler, with failing to take
down their tfgns hanging out
over the sidewalk in front of their
places of business. All the sign
warrants come up Saturday for sub-
mission to the court.
George Tandy was dismssed and
Will Davis finco:' Si° for fighting each
other.
. A man named Smith was fined $2o
for he:nit flfunlr s.1.1
Charles Tremain nas aibesaed at
for being drunk.
HANDICAPPED.
We're going in aocitsty,
But feel a slight dubieta :
We're doubting the propriety
Of taking pa along.
There might be some hilarity
Just half concealed by charity
Because of his vulgarity.
Ile always does things wrong.
Water Power in the South.
To its coal 'supply, more than twice
aa great as the combined coal area
of Great Britain, Germany and Penn-
sylvania: to its vast stores of oil and
natural gas as supplementary sources.
power of water powers for utilization
of power and heat and light the
South adds at least 3.000.000 available,Pure Air but No Draft, horsepciniet for water powers for util-(Ohio State Jonrnal.) ization for electrical transmission, al-Keep your thoughts on pure air in so for power, heat and light. Thethe home. Don't be afraid if it is a development of th'a vast water powerlittle cold. None of Peary's party potentiality will evenotally employ
caught cold all the time they were in $aao.000.000 to $.3oo.000.000 and beregions away below zero. Pure, tin- equal 111 working capacity to 6,000,000.
adulterated cold ia healthful. It is It will make possible construction of
not all the time pleasant. bat one thottsands of miles of interurban elec-
can wrap tip sufficiently to provde tric raads. it will furnish cheap power
against the discomfort of it. That is and light for mimics and factories. andeasy. That is Mitt they dew with con- create, as in Switzerland. the h'gheat
aumptives—wrap them tip warmly anda forms of skilled mechanical work input them omit into the fresh, cold air. the mountains of the South, whereTt isi not the cold that hurts; it is the i climatic condition are unsurpasseddraft.'nhich disturbs the temperature by any other section of the world.
of the body and conaequently the In counting up the riches' of the
equilibrium of the circulation. Soath always hear in mind its wealth
• at tarn stuff.; no :tie capillaries, and of ever-running streams, where tot-there you are—•neezing. u heeeino. ture furnialie, the power without priceroughing. ha ...aims- vein-nifty, and t aareept for the coat of development.—
anaking zourself a public calamity. ilklanulacturcrs' ftecor d.
ment save now and then a small
amount of tools which are requisi-
tioned from our house where needed
in a hurry. We are able to sell large
• quantities to all other roads The
Standard Supply and Equipment corn-His way-. are so erratical. pany has a practical monopoly oflie talks so ungrammatical. furnishing supplies and equipment toAnd speaks his maid, and that I ull the Pennaylvan'a railroad.**Exceed Italy ill-bred. WI L. Rodgers. manager of theHe has a queer morality. Pittsburg Gauge and Supply compans.His manners lack formality. says: It is useless for any Pittsburglie's awful, in reality, firm to attempt to sell to the Penn-Some break we dread. sylvania railroad. The Standard Sup-
ply and Equipment cuimpany 'ii Phil. It'sterrible possessing him. adelphia anti Altoona, with a branchWe'll have our troubles dressing him here, seems to control the bus nemThere's no way of supper-sing ha& We have tried time and again to sellIt'. little that he reek' to the Pennsylvania railroad. btu un-blow his remarks are grating us. sneer, sfully Our own and otherIt's really agitating to: concerns with special facilities forThe strain is enervat ng supplying railroads and doing a muchBut atilt we need his checks. larger business than the Standard
—Chicago News Supply and Equipment company have
no chance to sell to the Pennsylvania
lines west, which are run in an entire-
ly d fferent manner from the Penn-
sylvania railroad company. sometimes
making very large sales
SPECIFIC IMPROVEMENTS
FOR THE OHIO RIVER.
Discomfort of Living in New York.
The discomfort in living in New
York is dime to a considerable extent
to it: conformation, to lack of means
and methods of transportation from
point to point. At certain hours in
Ole day every vehicle , that runs on
ivheels and is open to the publ c.
above or below ground, is crowded,
not only beyond all comfort, but wellbeyond the line of decency. The
scenes which take, place, not only at
the Brooklyn bridge. but often at the
stations of the subway are fast
beeeding a kind of sasagery which
will give the city in the end a very
unenviable reputation. The logical
otucome of the present tendency
would be a free fight at the entraace
to the platform of every car, and
the opportunity of getting board to
those who aurvive n the struggle.
Women especially are aubjected to
familiarities which no woman, decent
or otherwise ought to bear, and the
men who are eager to protect them
are helpless under the pressure of the
merciless horde which fights its wayto a car platform. Public sentiment
will do something when it is aroused:but final relief cannot come until the
means of transportation ate mutt -
plied 
—Outlook.
PUMPING OUT
WATER FROM CAIRO
Big Pumps Throwing Out Over Mil-
lion Gallons Per Hour.
Both the city pumps arc in fullblast and do rig good work, throwing
over a million gallons of Water out ofthe city every hour, says the Cairo
Telegram. The Twenty-eighth.streetptinvp was started Saturday morning
and the Tenth street plump in the
afternoon, ahd both ran all night ingood style.
Competent men have been placed in
charge at both stations. Alderman\Claimer sees no reason why the wa-ter in the lower places of the city
should cause any trouble and sayingSaturday night that a marked im-
provement in conditions might belooked for Monday morung in all theplaces wwhere water bag accumulated.from the rains and nbstructed drain-
age.
The 1 fe reflects the love. _
Big Bargains in
baserWall 
Now is the Cime to Buy
Wall gaper
We have tlx largest line of up-to-date wall paper
in the city and ot the most striking prices
picture
frames
p6 icture
0 frames
AEG
for your picture frames
315 13ROFIDUIFIT
Wa.hingti.rt. Jan. sub-com-
mittee of thela:iver and b rb com-
mittee began today to draft that por-
tion of the rivers and harbors bill
v.hich will relate to the Ohio river.
The sub
-committee is composed of
Representatives Acheson. Dovesuir.
Bankhead and Sparkman. It ha.
been virtually decided that instead
of trying to fallow a general scheme
of 'improvement of the Ohio, the com-
mittee at this sesition will proceed for
such specific improvements of the
st-earn as may be most needed to
relieve traffic at the largest citie<
alorg the waterway.
The specific improvements, how-
ever, will be condtacted always with
a view to the ultimate canalization of
the entire river so as to provide a
ttitue-foot stage.
BAILEY'S LAST STAND
He Will Have His Troubles in the
Texas Legislature.
HATPIN OF AN
UNUSUAL SORT
Was Found to Re a Needle Which
Mail Carrier Had Swallowed
About so Years Ago.
Austin, Tex., Jan. o—The thirtieth
aviation oi the Texas legislature con-
vened yesterday. Much interest at-
tends this session, inasmuch as Gov.-
elect Campbell is to be installed next
week and a successor to Joseph W.
Bailey is to he elected United States
senator on January 22. The fight
made on Senator Bailey. who is the
democratic nominee, and the under-
standing that a legislative investiga-
tion will be made into his illeged con-
aections withacertain oil intetesta. has
added interest to the senatorial skim-
. -tifin.
Senator Bailey has opened head-
4uartera here.
to
Glaagow. Ky., Jan. 9.1  remarkable
case of how the point of an ordinary
*cubing needle will pass through the
•
Knew Good Investment.
(Cleveland Leader.)
A California woman married 'a man
who had lost both legs and a arm in
a railroad wreck, and then she eng.-
niered the lawsuit whereby he got a
verdict -of $too.000 damages. And yet
thee say that woman 1114 ,no head for
"N business.
WILL REVEAL
ROADS' CRAFT
PITTSBURG MANUFACTURES
ARE TO TESTIFY FOR PENN-
SYLVANIA CHIEF.
Prepared to Furnish Any Information
Needed in Proposed Warrants
Against Contract Grafting.
Pittsburg, Pa., Jan. ç.—Pittsburg
manufacturers are prepared to furnish
President James McCrea of the Penn-
sylvania railroad any information he
needs in his proposed war against
contract grafting on the lines east.
They say they have been unable to do
any business with these lines since
the organ'zation imt 1894 of the Stand-
ard Supply and Equipment company
by F. D. Cassanave, former chief of
motive pwer of thc road.
Robert F. Hunter, vice president of
Hukill, Hunter & Co., said today:
"We have found it impossible to sell
anything to the Pennsylvania rail-
road company in competition with the
Standard Supply and Equipment com-
pany. I have always understood that
the concern is run by offic.als of the
Pennsylvania railroad company for
their personal benefit. We have bid
CVell down to coat, but have never
been able to sell anything."
H. S. Paul, preaident of the Verona
Coal company, said: "Up to the inves-
tigation last summer into rebates on
the Pennsylvania railroad by the in-
terstate commerce commission we
had to sell such tools as we sold to
the Pennsylvania railroad company
through the agency of the Standard
Supply and Equipment company. The
ralroad could have bought cheaper
directly front us •'
W. A. Somers. president of the
Somers. Eider It Todd company.
says: "Our firm is extensively en-
gaged in supplying railroad aupplies
and equipment. I have found it im- human Iamb is reported front Bonnie-
practical to try to sell the Penn- vine. l4ar rItelnIy.
.ylvania railroad supplies or equip- While I:. G. Skagit. United States
ma I carrier. wa- taking Itis daily trip
from lionnieville to Pike View he at-
tempt-A to niose his cap on his heat
and tomtit that i. n as stuck some•
thing sharp. Thinking the trouble
nas caused by a pin hi- examined the
cap closely. but found nothing. After
reaching home a prisking sensation
caused him to have his head exam-
lord, and the po nt of an ordinary
aewing neeire aa found protruding
through the •Itio. With the assistance
of a pocketknife the piece of needle.
which we. about half the length of a
common needle, was removed.
Skarn% has haul trouble nith his
head for a long time, and had hevn
treated by a mittiber of physicians
withom getting ally relief. He had
a', along attributed the trouble to 'a
blow %Ouch he received many year.
ago
Mr. Skaggs, who s more than so
years of age, says that when he was
a lad of to or 12 years. one day. while
cutting and chewing sassafras bark!
he •wallowed what he thought to he
a splinter, which lodged in hi. throat.
Shortly after he pricking sensation
%tappet in his throat, his head became
affected. Ile is now of the opinion
that it •12• then be swallowed the
needle. which has since remained 'n
his neck and head—about forty years.
WIPE SUES
RICH CONTRACTOR.
Domestic Troubles of the Hulberts
Are Carried Into the Muni-
cipal Court,
Chicago. Jan. o.—Mrs. Marion Hul-
la•rt of Austin secured a %arrant from
Municipal Judge Newcomer at the
liarriaon street police station yester-
day for the arrest If William Hul-
bert. her hitaband. who she alleged
tsar not support her.
Hulbert is a wealth contractor with
offices at 8o Dearborn street and will
be arraigned before Judge Newcomer
ati soon as he is taken in custody.
Mrs. Hulbert was a concert singer
bi fore she was married to Hulbert.
She alleges that he mother-in-law was
mainly responsible for her domestic
"I'VE GOT A WHITE MAN
WORKING FOR ME!"
Senator Fo, from 0-hi-n,
Hates to see the black troops go:
Thinks their pitniahment too severe.
Whispers low in Roosevelt's ear,
 imm.si••■•■•••••••■...—.
amino SEE OLDRIEVE
WALK ON THE WATER
AT LOUISVILLE
"Pahse for a moment, and bear my
plea;
Change their niimber to 23." a
And the waraior chuckles in silent
glee:
"I've got a_ Ate man working for
me."
—Charles I amilton M nsgrove in
Lon'sville Post.
In full stew of at least 25.000 peo-
ple, who lined the banks of the met.
clung to every point of vantage, and
filled the coal and sand barges and
landIngs to overflowing, Prof. Charles
W. Oldriese accomplished the diffi-
cult feat of walking upon the water
yesterday afternoon, says the Louis-
ville Times His jaunt was from
the launch -Rover," ly ug at the foot
of First street, to the foot of Sixth
street, on the water front.
A ..core of rowboats carried pas-
sengers who followed close if) the
wake of the water pedestrian, while
his wife. Mme. Caroline ($gleirie,
who is said to be the champion oars-
woman of the world, palled a skiff
just astern. .She as garbed'in red,
with a liege white •VICA.irr. And %as
equally with her husbaud a cynosure
of eyes. Several lantiches, naphtha
and gasoline, kept pace with the pro-
cr.. on, and the firing of blank•
ing the trip accentuated the affair.
The spectators comprised a large
Sunday gathering. for practically ev-
erylxkly in the rivet district and
many thatnianda from other parts of
the city had come to see the novelty.
Negro men and women. in motley at-
tire. with the usual bright calor% of
that happy-go-lucky race predominat-
ing. an seemingly almost all of the
pickaninn es in creation had assem-
bled at the "free show."
Oldrieve himself was smoking a
cigar, for effect, and propelled him-
self in the wooden boots nith all the
grace of a skater on ice After reach-
ing Sitth street he crossed to the
Indiana side, keeping diagonal with
the ciirrent. and Rave a performancefor the benefit of several thottaanda
that haul gathered at New Albany.
This morning he resumes his tr p
down the ricer Inward New Orleans,
Negative Qualification.
(Philadelphia Press.)
Merchant—So you Want a job as
office boy. eh? Any previoita exper-
ience?
Boy—No, sir. I don't know how to
do anything at an uiflice—
' \Terchuant—I don't think. you'll do.
r,Buia--i don't evea know howt .l,iole.
Merchant—liang up your hat.
FARMER HALTS A RAILROAD
Delays a Shrot Cut bv Demand for
$115.000,0ect for His Land.
Newhlirg, N. Y., Jan. 9.—When the
Erie railroad officials planned a short.
route across Orange calinty they did
not take into consideration one Wal-
ter Brown, a farmer biting near New
Windsor. This oversight has tied up
the completion of the work for sev-
eral weeks.
A right of way through Brown's :
property shows on the blue prints of
the new road. lint Brown's altitede
toward the project was a later de-
velopment. Money, repeated coax-logs and finally" a lawsuit have not
won Farmer Brown's consent to the
railroad's passing through has corn
field( and pitmpkin.patch.
The construction work on the road'has been puefied with !melt vigor' thatall is now finished extent a stretch
tiifty feet nide and soo feet in length
which shbuld run through Farmer.
Bronwn's property.
nest the road offered Brown aaacionfor 2 right of way. but he a
-lotted$25,00o. The company then appliedfor a commission to condemn theland. Brown opposed this on thegroond that the railroad law ex-
empted him because the nroposedright of way interfered with hia water
righta.
The case has been before a refereefor months. - Counsel for the rail-road asked permission of Judge Mad-dox to take .temnorary prousna.ion ofthe coveted land. denomiing $25.00rswith the court I:tending settlement.The court refused this. Lawyers saythe ease will establish many precedaents in condemnation proceedings.
Working for men is the beat wayof waiting on God,
b
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ALPHABETICAL PAINT THE
ARRANGEMENT COUNTY JAIL
\tOlfbeTY CLARE SMEDLEY IS
NOW SORTING OVER THE
MANY NOTES,
litALTERLY TRIBUNAL
TO BE RESUMED TODAY
—
1DA ILASTWODS ESTATE PUT
IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRA-
TORS
lohn D. Craig Selected D.Jolty Coun-
ty Clerk to; Clark's /Over
Section.
'County
1116,
wow arranging in alphabetical form
'he thousands of notes he has copied
from the office records for use by the
*lard of county supervieors now ill
lession. The supervisors asked him
to get the notes in this form so they
t an be easily handled, when the board
gists over the assessment books and
'et s if the ounce of the notes gave
them in for county tax purposes.
The ckrk took from his books a list
sett every note to:corded during the
3 past five years, the notes showing
how notch money one party loaned
t,nother. Now the supervisors will
go over the assessor's bock for five
'back years and wherever it is found
the note owner has not given in for
tee purpowee the amount called for
it, the note, it will be entered up on
the assessment book and posse•sor
compelled to pay taxes on it.
Qum/tarty Court
Jodgc R. T. Lightfoot will today
isioe ep hi quarterly court vibe)) he
ets, red last klonday, but continued
ever until today on account of other
sines' engaged all his time.
iClerk Hiram Smedley is
••••••••
Prep•nv SiNd.
Property in Whittemore's West
1...tirt addition has been sold by 1. H.
Enshogh to Fran Arnold for $loo
Fad the deed lodged for record yes-
terday with the county clerk.
title Etter ,transferred to 'C. J.
rIlerh for $1 and other consideration
-property out in the county.
lipMEMMImm
Licensed to Marry.
Marriage licen4s vivre tooted to
the following by the clerk • 11 H.
tleisseut• aged 23 Anil Rena fleusr-1
bed. aged at of the city. Mark Breu-
er, aged IS and Mary L. Boyd. aged
56. of the *minty; Bernard Arens.
aged ail of Illinois. and Mary Lenek•
-en. aged as of St Louis.
Wasueres Estate.
Jodie Lightfoot yesterday ordered
fit- estate of the late Ida Eastwood
to the hand* of Piddle Administra-
tor Felix G Rudolph, who will wind
the estate up
/WTI.
Deputy County Clerk.
The county clerk appointed John
. Craig a deputy for the Clark's
iv-sr section of the county so the
note of that vicinity can have their
'west& attended to which otherwise
rwould have to bring all the way
o the clerk'. (dice In the city.
Contract Recorded.
There was recorded a contract in
hick B. H. Scott to John Nie-
s the Dr. W. Itlialys drug stOck.
erm%illetation of Nkhaus paying
$to drown and $,sa per month
o twenty-three months. Scott
borght in the stock when the Hays
lace wa% sold out to pay rent owed
Scott who owns the bedding Hays
occupied at Seventh and Broadway.
•
The Publisher's
'Claims Ststained
'UNITIED STATaS COURT OF CLAIMS
The Publishers of Webster** beteenatlenal
that It " WSW.
4. are of the
mess
work that
result
alt,-,
edited IS
every port. al
the larger and
genera* ion w
k
that
ilanuratat, tie
pi tag
Tbe nary,
tboningbil re-
corrected In
adapted to moth
meet:until of •
More of popular
a any generation
t the world contained.
It Is to add that we refer
to the WiliPeonaryniellur judicial wee=
tbe highest authority In aooursey of
lion' and that in the futures@ I:Lb:erg tt
mill be the source of constant re
CINAILin 0. Iron
Err WILIDON,
Oa • Ala
CasaLlts D. nownir
Viittrur,
Adam
The abets refers to WZBSTZ2r8
INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY
' THE GRAND PRIZE
fibs highest award), was Oven to the Intermi-
t honor at she Woria's Fairs at. Louis.
GET THE LATEST AND BEST
Yen le?' he (aerated thew
Woe men Was, NW free. •
421.&C. MERRIAM
• 
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CHARLES BLEICH OF JAIL
COMMITTEE CALLS
FOR BIDS.
Proposals Will Be Opened and Con-
tract Awarded Next Monday so
Work Can Start at Once.
When the circuit court grand jurf
finished its business the third week
.n December an examination was
made of the county jail, which was
found greatly in aced of painting.
The jury recommencleci to this effect
in its report to the judge, and now,
as shoun in the advertisement in an-
other column, Chairman John J.
Bleach, of the jail committee from the
fiscal court, is preparing to have
this work done, as he calls for bids
(rota the painters, and wit open the
proposals next Monday morning, at
which time he expects to let the con-
tract
Thc jail has not been painted in-
side for several years and as a result
it presents an appearance not the
neatest in the world. Chairman
Bleich expects to have it converted
;nto a nice looking place inside, as
a fresh coat aill be given front gar-
ret to cellar.
When the county court house was
overhauled,'newly panted and put in
fine shape last year, the jail was
overlooked, but will now come in for
its share of improyemer
THE PETTICOAT IN POLITICS
The Intrigante Is an Excellent Per-
son for Men to Shun.
Dons stash, II, a• /if the
White ilouse during the eight years
when her husbana Was secretary of
state under the a dower Jefferson,
and through the succeeding eight
years %ken her husband was presi-
dent. was personally acquainted with
more great flier% thaii any other wo-
man whom America halt seen, says
Its-she's Weekly. And her tact and
her beneficettI influence in politics'
social land in many instances in its
political) side has become a tradi-
t on. The White House has had ;sev-
eral other poptdar mistresses, notably
Harriet Lane and Mrs Cleveland, but
the latter's activity, was in *odal
matter. solely. Harriet Lane, ahs•
was the bachelor President Btichan-
an's itiece, made 'friends for that per-
sonally unpopular executive. and dis-
armed many enemies. lehe was as
pure as %Ile was tactful, bet some of
Bach -titan's enemies insinuated that
.he had as much sway in the sekc-
lion rejection of many appl cants
for oilace as Nfrne. de Pompadour had
over Louis XV. A striking tribute
to Harriet Lane's charm of manner
wa• renikred hy Edward VII. who,
as Prince of Wale*. W3 4 entertained
:it the White Howie on his visit to
the United States in. 1116o. and who,
on his coronation a% king more than
forty years later, put her name at the
head of the list -of nvitations to that
function which he sent out.
Stephen A. Douglas' second wife.
the daughter of Jame. Nladison Cutts.
actively prnmoted her husband's am-
bition in his race for the White
House, but fate ordered things other-
wise. Kate Chase Sprague's election-
eering for her father. Salmon P.
Chase. to ads ance his presidential as-
pirations. was as pers.stent and as
brilliant as was the Ditches, of De-
vonshire's campaigning for Fox, but
destiny was against her, Many there
were in those days who, though not
enamored of Chase, would have been
glad to see him president, so that
another figure cotild be placed on the
pedestal beside Doily Madison's when
the notably great mistress of the ex-
ecutive mansion were written or talk-
ed aSout. ' • 001/41; :OM
Probably when Jackson called his
friend, Gen. John H. Eaton, who had
just marred the fascinating Mrs. Tim-
berlake ("Peggy" O'Neil). into his
cab-net, he did not realize that he
was handling dynamite. Gossip had
busied itself with Mrs. Timberlake's
name, and the wives of the members.
of Jackson's court circle refirsed to
recognize her. With his accustomed
chivalry and impetuos'ty, Jackson
rushed to her rescue, made her rec-
ognition a test of loyalty to his ad-
ministrat;on and to the Democratic
party, but was defeated .for the first
and only time of his life. The "Peg-
gy O'Nehl war," however, 'excited
more popular interest throughout the
corntry than did Johnson's creek war
in Florida did a decade and a half
earlier. It destroyed the chances of
Cs.lroun (who Wife boycotted Mrs.
Eaton> for ever reaching the presi-
dency, placed Van Buren (who, as a
idower, Was free to extend his at-
tentions to Mrs. Eaton1 in the line
of saccession to the White Howie.
it 
-smashed Jackson's cabinet, sent
many Democrats into the opposition,
aided in establishinsi the Whig parts-,
anti 't had aprofound influence on the.
politics orshe times.
The storcr irritation lacks the
the Railroads of the future
The World's Work for January has
an extremely interesting article on
"The Railroads oi Tomorrow." by
Henry G. Durand. This looking for-
ward is, of course, purely a specula-
tive amusement, says the Louisville
Post, but it is interesting to know
what men who think about, railroad
development have in trind. Mr. Du-
rand seeks to foreshdow the various
changes that he deems inevitable in
the general eondutt of pa! Taiir°44
system.
At the present time, says he, civet'
aS per cent of the overland traffic
from points in the far West change
ownership at Chicago, Kansas City
and St. Louis. Millions of tons of
freight have been carried through
the expensive region about Ch'cago
and rehandled there at heavy cost.
This is ishetr waste, and will entirely
disappear within a short time, says
the writer, "for this matter of econ-
omy is still to be the basic principle
of railroad operation."
The next change he deems impend-
:tig is that in the passenger service.
The Pullman company will practically
disappear. The business of the Pull-
man comoany, this writer says, has
been well conducted and 'has been
a benefit to the railroads, taking from
their hands a load of responsibility
and labor dining the two decades
when the railroads had all they could
attend to. "Yet the service is a hard
and fast monopoly," and the railroads,
Ii.- thinks, will themselves abolish it.
"Within the next few years the Pull-
man company will probably cease
the operation of sleeping cars and de-
vote it-elf entirely to the building of
cars under orders from the railroads.
This chauge, when it comes, will
probably lead to cheatter accomnacala-
tions for the traveling public and
better service n every aay."
The next step. according to Mr.
Durand, will be the absorption of the
express business by the railroads and
a radical change in the methods of
handling the business. This .seems
revoluttonaras and yet it is merely
the annlication to the American sys-
tem of transportation of the orinci-
ales apnl ed from the beginnitor to
the English system of transportation.
Under the present arrangement.
savs Mr. Durand. the railroasks get
but so per rent of the •otal eharve
the express companies taking the oth-
er c0 per cent.
"The re•ult will probably be that
in thes' long run the express service
will merge to a certain extent with
the freight service Rates will drop
to a level probably considerably
above the Present rates on the ',reel-
crated' freight. The result will be
that the voltieee of triffie to be moved
in sash service w II immensely in-
crease. and it will he neeesaary on
every trunk line to operate one ser-
s ice somewhat like the present solid
express train. hut more numerous A
lot of traffic that now moves on the
roads paving only the ordinary freight
rates will move up into this class of
transportation."
W tit the abolition rif express
rate' and a ith the increase in what
is called the accelerated traffic will
naturally come the adoption of an-
other English idea—the carrying of
freight from consignnr to consignee.
Mr. Durand sneak's of it as the truck-
ing system. "Side by side with this
development will some the entrance
of the ra 'roads into the trucking busi-
ness in the great cities. If a man ship
consignment of (eight from a point
in Brooklyn to Buffalo he pays more
for cartage at both end: than he does
for the saaa-mile haul. The buyer
loses heavily. The railroad also loses
because the freight jis apt to stand
for days or? the Buffalo terminals. tie-
ing up cars, entailing heavy expense
in handling and it many other ways
causing waste."
The advantages of this English It y:-
tern as applied to a large portion of
the traffic is undeniable. and Mr. rht-
rand points it out clearly. A shipper
in Ness- York has. he says. a carload
of freight for Buffalo. He sends a
message to the New York Central
thatkhe freight :s here ready for ship-
ment N: With the least possible delay
the railroad takes the freight out of
his warehouse on its own truck's,. It
is delivered to the consignee direct.
and as soon as it can be taken out of
the Buffalo terminal. The result will
he a greatly accelerated movement
of traffic. The shipment of goods
either by freight or by express must
be made easy and fast in order to
keep tip with the demands of the bus-
ress and the industry of the coun-
try. It must also be cheapened. It
is not too much to say that if the
gathering of the freight and express
goods in the great cities should come
into the hands of the railroads the
ultimate expense of shipments for no
miles or less will he cut down nearly
40 per cent." This may he oversan-
gains., but the change would be in the
integest of general economy.
Mr. Dttraint then considers the
number of mechanical changes, and
esp'ecially the comng revoliftibn'in'
ivotive power. the building of branch
Thies whera each freight car will he
rgely its own locomotive by the
ose of electricity, alcohol or stasis-
meant a revolution as far-reaching as
the appl.cation of steam to the carry-
ing trade. The modern railroad iests
on cheap Meet rail's. It waits for a
new motor.
AMERICAN RIGHTS
ARE FEW IN JAPAN
CITIZENS OF UNITED STATES
UNDER HEAVY RESTRIC-
TIONS, DECLARES
WRITER.
gew yoti, Jan. 9.—The Herald has
received from Tokio a letter, the
writer of which niTa he is 
n 
an Amen-
can citizen, a Republica 
in pot,ticr
neand that he has been in lifts, in:
Japan for more than twenty yes:5-
In that time, he says, he has made
numerous trips to the United States
and has kept in touch with affairs
here.
He asserts there would be Snore let-
ters of a similar nature sent from
Japan to the United States if if wore
not for the constant espionage which
foreign residents in the Island Em-
pire have to endure. Foreigners, he
says, are well aware that that their
servants keep constant watch on
their movements and report to the
authorities. The letter says:
"There are but few of us out here
and at all times we feel as though
our mother country was making a
great mistake when dealing wilt Ori-
ental proposition,. One must live
with these people to really know
them. and understand what their
thoughts are of the future
"Now that the San Francisco
school question is before us, kindly
oernsit me to place before you the
position of Americans in Japan. The
Japanese demand emus! rights. Here
•s our position in Japan:
"We are here for business. There-
fore. knotsing the people, we do as
sue arc %/old. Otheruise, it is %vise to
leave the country
"We arc not allowed to own real
propery or to have any mining rights.
We can only, buy certain securities.
We cannot hold Japanese on certain
mortgages. When, in order to do
busite•ss. we place certain properees
or securities in the name of a Jap-
anese. and the said Japanese atm-finds,
the courts will not even consider his
act as a criminal one.
"We are not allowed
Japanese ,-echoolit, old or young
"We are only permitted to reside in
certain Sections.
"Such a s intik thing as sailing a
private pleasure boat is restricted.
We cannot leave the treaty port Lin-
ks. with a permit, and it is next to
Impossible to secure a permit The
Japanese go anywhere desired, hut
foreigner cannot enter any port of
Japan except the regular open ports
of the water front.
"At the theaters the Japanese rate
is 6o sen. No foreigner is admitted
under 1 yen (aoo seri).
"The hotels are on a simlar
"It is a known' fact that justice
cane-it he had except in the higher
courts. and every ease again-t
foreigner is carried to the supreme
court before justice is given. The
legation at Tokio knows this point
only too well.
"In taxes foreigners pay double th c
rates pad by the Japanese.
"The treaties state positively that
foreigners shall not he subject to
a-ST taxes or ditties. They are levied.
just the same and we dirt not think
it wise to raise an objection. but the
facts are as stated.
"The simple. fact is that the Japan-
ese do not want foreigners here and
are doing everything ;n their power
to skive them front the country. The
reason the facts are not generally
known is that every foreign resident
is watched and it is not policy for hint
t5 state such facts fo rpublication.
"A copy of this letter has been aent
to Washington. It will be endorsed
by the majority of the foreasn cow-
nsunity residing in Japan. not as
showing their dialike for the Japan-
ese, bat of the ‘one-sded manner in
which the Japanese are acting. For-
eigners in Japan stand all these in-
conveniences. while the Japanese
'kick' when they have the least provo-
cation."
sario-comic tamaltiusasness of the line.
I M'rs. Eaton episode. Incidentally, That there will he a number of me-
however, it shows that the intrigante chattisal changes ith one can doubt.
l in American ponies' is an excellent Looking pack we can see that the insperson for public gaca Aga, .SSL  volition. of am Bessemer s,teei yaiI
to attend
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE 401k
Accident, Life, Liability, steam Buller-
Campbell 13lock.
Office Phone 369. • - Residence Phone 726
INSURE WITH'--
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
officola 'roadway Phones:office 383—R oaths°. 14.41
is
Schurz and Longfellow.
To no member of that famoti: cir-
cle did I feel myself more attracted
than to Longfellow, and he. ttoo.
seemed to look upon me with a friend-
ly eye. lie kindly invited me to visit
him whenever I might come within
hailing distance. And how delightful
were those hours T spent with hm
from time to time in the cozy inti-
macy of hia old colonial home in
Cambridge. the historic Washington
headquarters! We usually slit to-
gether in a little room on the right
hand of the hall, the room with the
round. book
-covered table in it. 'He
then mad toSbraig in a bottle of old
Rhine wine 0d a coaple. of long Ger-
man student pipes which. T fear he
not snack -enjoy .smolcVng, 'al-
though he pretended to. because: na
doabt. he thonght I did—Carl
Schurz's Reminiscences in McClure's
WE Pay 4 per cent. interest,on time deposits. Start
the New Year rigbt by starting
a savings account tor yourself or
child.
MECHANIC'S Op FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
Becarise Incincerity tried to vote
fvt'all the .candidates at once, he was
arrested for stuffing the ballot box.—
Century,
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rant. Let to build the house; you pay far it es you
pay rent Vacant lots in all parts of the city. Nice lets as the
proposed car icatandos an Braid to anion depot asd es Allen
Meets from Sga to egip each. Buy now on hestsliumest piss
while cheap. Tris ths highest round in the city. Property le
save:win rapidly.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE BE MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
- L hard D. Sanders, Pres. and Mgr. Phone Ag,
Paducah Transfer Company
(Ineor Dotard-)
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
SUPER:OR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIN-
Mr AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MO/4 ROE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
OFFICE PHONIC 414-a RESIDENCE PHONIC less
Guy Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
White Ambulance for sick and injured only
Office and residence 213 South 3rd Street'
PhonftF• New 334. Old 699 Open Day and Night
Mattil, Efingera Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
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• ANNOUNCITMEMTS.
We are authorited to announce the
eandidacgpt IottA. Purchase for cey
• taller, stiblect to -the action of the
idemoerftic party.
Thursday Morning, January is, rem.
Tactics of Critninaldid.
'A writer itz one of the magazines
diaws the following pen picture of
the latest additions to"the -genteer
cc:striae! class:
- -The director wto speculates in
the oecurities of his corporation. the
hanker who lends his depositors'
c.riziey to -himself under divers corpo-
rate aliases, the railroad official who
gr:..tits a secret rebate for hi• private
e-aft, the builder who hires walking
delegates to harass his rivals with
causeless strike. the labor leader who
instigates a strike in order to be paid
tot calling It off, the publisher who
Lribes his text-books into the schools
-these reveal in their faces nothing
ol wolf or vulture Natnre has not
doomed them to evil by a donble dose
lust, cruelty, malice, greed.. or
jtatoosy. They are not degenerates,
tormented by monstrous cravings.
.'They wa4 nothing mote than we
all want-Money.' power,, csissidera
lion, in a word, *tweets; itotithey'Are
a hurry 'and thty are Ian Articular
as to the means. These are the crim-
. inaloids 'roe •quearnish and too
4 irltdent to yractice treachery. brutal-
• tv (1191 v161140 hirtiser.• the crim-
istalloid take* care le work through
noddlemen. Conscious of the anti-
*polaadifference between doing wroag
, gen getting it done. he places out lit=
4 Otrty work."
J" :Tina onestion of negro troops If
eizzling hut at Washington.
anIO'resident Roosevelt is preparing
another message to congress on the
seiect, based od'ihe recent invosti-
' glition;ent4de by a special attorney
:f-m the attorney general's office who
limited the x'erne of trouble and se-
cured evidente. rresident Roosevelt
lisac right in the drasfic steps taken
ar-! e snore the public lean s of. the
Lie ithetcast the; stronger grows
t htent indorsing hi. coarse.
When any set of men, either white
or black. wearing the livery of public
servants deliberately refuse to giie
efAidtik ih their possession lead-
. -•
!AS- tii;Orlikisclosiire of .the identity
.../aLawauujilefty of a .grave crime,
be immediately expelled
- .
lc service for they are en-
teift itnayora/ty • froni
II carat in New York will not .down
ilalbre.elected-attorney genera
i•
I:as pulled olf his coat; rotted upyr
Lie -sleeves atfd eailed • in to have a
shoir0 -11,1! 11. •There is a general belie
in New York that Hearst won the
o60:41.4-ace by ut.steaset ;mow • votes
but was robbed of 'the offiees • Ever
a
2i Wheeler
11 6
isfs 1115. Msptd in
'triad no uge.•itsi The man or men
who take
• I
rriFktiel"dat Vie 'Confidence und ie
--epees- .44...alas....4.eople by taking the
office belonging to another, and the
case can b&-Attsd of all who • Inive
eve,- been gm Oj'ni the sante act. 4-
iA ent t*te enst a
warning when things 'are coming
doWn. River reports indicate that the
farmers in the lowlands hereabouts
and below, had laettei7 look out, lid
make for the hills. It is' hardly prob-
able that the stage of 1884 will be
'rtilizeid. yet it will crowd.the.heighth
•cMICOlt •‘• '••••
A bill bus been introduced in the
Tennessee senate making it a felony
hr race track owners to permit bet-
ting on the grounds. If the bill be-
comes a law, it means the death knell
-if racing in the Volunteer state, for
the betting feature is all that sustains
Lorse racing.
Nashville is preparing to adopt an
ordinance requiring street cars to stop
Ain the near side of street crossings,
instead of on the fat: side of same.
This we believe is a good rule amid
will prevent collisions with vehicles
at the crossing.
Owensboro has just had a round
with what is termed the social evil.
The harlots were given the chiaice of
reforming, leaving town or go to jail.
A number of them left town.
There is an epidemic of la grippe
in New York, due to the unseason-
able weather. Of all the annoying
ills -to which the flesh is heir, a gen-
uine case of "grip" ranks up near the
tcp.
As the shah of Persia was a long
time •dying he will no doubt remain
dead quite a while.
Dealing With a Social Evil.
(Owensboro Inquirer.)
A- decisive step has been taken by
the city authorities in the ever-puz-
zling question of the social evil, and
thirteen or some other unlucky num-
ber of unfortunate young women have
chosen the opt-on of leaving the city
to remaining and being arrested and
fined or imprisoned for wrong doing.
The option was given them by Mayor
O'Bry.m, and i• was a kindly and un-
selfish way of dealing with these un-
fortunates who might have been ar-
raigned and fleeced for a considerable
amount before being turned from the
city's gates To what extent the mays.
or may have been influenced in this
ct by the recommendation of the
est grand jury is not known, but it
is known that he has had this serious
question under consideration for sev-
eral morolis and some persons who
gave him the benefit of their views
were, in part at least, those who hold
that a "red light" district is a neces-
sary evil .in a city. It certainly o
not inserssery to. virtuous. worthy
aapii. ad if-she vicioqi and the un-
or thir.-Ithidif suck.r.a..„.41rISTrict I4 nec-
essary to "their 1-fe• haappinean.
they. too, should be invited to leave
as their female 'associates in ev I have
been invited to do. There is no ju•-
tificatioll in tau or 'itt morals or in
positive religion or in nature for the
contention or those who claim that
this sinfs-ng is necessary ,It is poii-
tively forbidden by God's law and
the sta}e law Officials are sworn
to execute the law There is nothing
then for the official% to do bat their
duty, and it should be gratifying to 11
to know that the mayor has determin-
ed to do this. Those who think lb s
but a.teapot tempest should look
beck over the past year and see how
'many reforms started have been .of
this :phemeral kind They should
ask the ramblers and the Sunday vio-
lators. There may be those -so
steeped. in wrongdoing and so con-
firmed in sinful habit that they will
find it difficul to reform. For such
thc. removing of the ever-present and
enticing temptation will make the r
reformation easier.
One man for one woman seems to
have been the ,allotment of God and
of nature from the beginning, and it
is well that it continue AO Still, On
thir pairing is founded the family anal
the home, and on th s does the integ-
rity of these two great civilizing ins
stitutions denend. We, need in Amer-
ica and in Kentucky' ;nit teveti hero
in Owensboro. more happy homes
and happy families in them. .
flack; of every guilty or fallenwo-
man is a guilty man. Though he may
not be spoken of as a fallen man? he
is jiist as truly so as is the woinan
and ofte.n he is more degradedibe-
cause he is often the active cause' of
her ruin anal because, in addition to
being at least as sinful as she.° he
adds hypocrisy to his other crijOes.
it will be well, then, for the mor
.to.let,it be known what is
form sauce for the goose is good re-
sauce for the sander.
kir° is markedlt 4 ch,u" rch
lare‘part., of the enclitic
population is n fellowship with gime
of Alia ..vations.i elturches. Wh ither
Jew,. ,C1,rjctian. Cathajic,,
Baptist, P.piscopal. Lutheran or of
other denomination, the people agreein wanting a higher civil'zation. a
purer moralitY. 'This cap never come
to•taie who live where the violation
of any of God's commandments is
ealcouraged. .The -fact that this re-
fOrfer • lAtit no cited de • Or even
sincer•ly attempted in the past is no
excuse for failingaeLarnake it a success
noisy. We arc improving, marchng
14nward and. upward: and lifive more
: od-fearing men in 4.varioisi offices."
It this•refin;m:brings tO.Oweitailioro
a unique distinction that no other
• city can claim, let it come. Why
itsia0V1d ,not Ail': great evil be first(curbed in Kentucky. 'where tradition
has 't that man is gallant and;adoes
viol stop at protecting women a ainst
all men but himself? Why uo4 here
in. Owensboro, the best of Kettoicky
cities? There is no good reason why
it should not.
Lead us not into temptation and
let every one of the ten command-
ments be obeyed.
Thoughtfulness That Pleases.
No true woman values he atten-
tion of the man she cares for, for their
material worth. That his 'gifts cost
so cents or $so makes much less dif-
ference to her than mankind gener-
ally supposes.
The thing is that he thinks of her
-or that he does not think of her-
that his love prompts him to spend
generously-or that it is of a sparse,
calculating nature.
The books, maga:ales. the occa-
sional flowers that she ,loves, the con-
(ent or play planned to give her pleas-
ure-all these are priceless to her,
if given by the right man; laccause
they are evidences not so much of
money spent, but of a thoughtful con-
sideration for her.
And this is meat and drink to a
woman's soul. It is not that she is
vain and thirsts for admiration. It
is a deep, secret longing to be appre-
cated by the one being of all otters
from whom she desires appreciation.'
It is the average lot of woman to
see these attentions gradually ,lade
away, when affection becomes an ac-
cepted thing on both sides. Mid
there is no woman ou earth who is
not deeply wounded by this chAngø
in the man's attitude. She woull do
as much for him as ever-thinks cif
his welfare more constantly and ten-
derly. He, on the other hand. is in-h
finitely less concerned about -Iry Pg
her happiness. He does not meat to
be unkind, but by his thoughtlessness
lie stabs her a thousand times.
441,-**********4•41.•••••••••••••
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Miss Nellie Davis has gone to Ne-
v:ala, Mo., to visit her cousin, Mrs.
Ellis.
Mr. Henry Gellman the grocer, has
reti.rned from Dawson where he so-
journed for his health, which is great-
ly improved.
Mr. Clarence Landrum left yester-
day for Smithland, Ky., to visit lAs
parents, Hon George W. Landrum
:lad wife.
Mr. Leonard Janes yesterday re-
.
turned from Mayfield. 
.
Mrs. Walter Shephard will Sti!isrday
return to her home its 11,iitton. after
v isiti ng here. Master Winifred'Oci
band remains here to attend school.
Mr H. H Smith and wife of Chi-
t; go arrived last night to visit Mrs.
Clara Smith of North Seventh.
Mrs. Mark Antony of Lexington is
v! siting Mrs. W. B. Mills. Of West
J. fferson.
Mc. U. G. Gullett. the clqthier, has
moved his family here from Eliza-
bethtown, Ill., and they are residing at
2224 Jefferson street.
Mr. F. N Gardner, Jr.. hat gone to
Chicago and Grand Rapids to buy
furniture.
Staff Captain Trumbull of the Cin-
cinnati Salvation Army will arrive
Saturday to help the local Salvation-
ists. a
Mr. John T Donovan and Mr. Geo.
‘Veikel have returned from ()went-
born, where the former installed the
new officer. for the Knights of Co-
lumbus lodge there, he being district
ecputy of Kentucky.
br. D. T White of Elkton has re-
turned home after visiting his brother.
NIT. A. E. White of West Clay St
Mrs. John Hart has returned from
visiting in Henderson, accompanied
by her sister. Miss Agnes Roark,
Mrs. F. L. Mitchell of New 'Orleans
is visiting Mr5. Luke Russell of Foun-
tain avenue.
Mesdames Tully Harrison and Lum
Wyatt are visiting Mrs. J. W. Green
c•f Mayfield.
Mrs. Jeanette Weille went to 'Bi-
leXi. Miss., last night.
Miss Claire St. John has returned
irom visiting in Louisville.
Mr. Louis Levy, wife and son, have
returned from St. Louis.
Prof. Nyahler's dancing classes for
children and adults will open Satur-
day. January 12, 3 p. M, in the K. P.
Hall. Phone cao. a
Is Mr. Forsker Wasting Time?
According to an nscription on a
Tennessee hen egg, the world will
pass away before the re-election of
Roosevelt-St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
How About "Talkative Toddy?"
"Reticent Roosevelt- isdidd be- al-
literative, it is true: but how far-
fetthed• it would be..-1Caosas 
CityStar.
Carrying Slw Lig* Into.
.Rockefeller has donated
for missionary work cal the Nile.-At-
Ian ta Journal. a
Flirtation inted a gun. %thick was
a coquette usoIeI. af a yorithrkid pull-
ed• the trigger. "She didnt -Wow it
was loaded."
Greainess vtlaled -in nz4tien.•
AGREEMENT HAD
NO RESTRICTIONS
MRS. ALLISON RESERVED
RIGHT TO SELL LAND HER-
SELF, SHE CLAIMS.
PITMAN DIVORCE SUIT
DISMISSED YESTERDAY
LAWYER REPORTS HE DOES
NOT KNOW WHEREABOUTS
OF CHAS. BEAN.
Creditors Wont Referee Bagby to Re-
sume Porter T. Overcast Bank-
ruptcy Proceeding.
The defendant yesterday in the cir-
cuit court filed her answer in the suit
J. A. Herring filled against her, Mrs.
Mary Allison, executrix of the late
H. C. Allison estate, wherein herring
claims MIrs. Allison owes him $303
as commission for selling her gto,000
farm.
Herring claims Mrs. Allison agreed
to give him $300 commis.snia to sell
her farm, and that he got a purchaser,
but she sold the land to some other.
He sued for his $joo, but in her an-
-swer Mrs. Allison says it was agreed
and understood with Herring that he
was to make the sale by March
loon, which he did not do, and that
it was also understood by him that
Ms's. contract with him did
not restrict her from selling her land
herself if she found a purchaser. She
got a purchaser herself. therefore
clOms she owes Herring nothing, and
in her answer a-sks the court to dis-
miss the real estate dealer's petition.
There was dismissed without preju-
dice the divorce suit of Della Pt-
man against Riley Pitman
The divorce suit of Myrtle Wil-
1;arne against Alonzo W lhams was
dismissed
The suit of the city of Paducah
against John Rock. assignee of the
Paducah Towing company. was or-
dered consolidated with the the other
litigation, is herein Rock as assignee.
is winding up the defunct towing con-
cern'. business The city sues the
company for municipal taxes claimed
due on the towing company'. prop-
erty.
Lawyer John (3'. Miller. Jr. WaS se-
lected to represent the absent defend-
ant in the di.orce suit of Lula Bears
against Charles Sean. Lawyer Miller
reportsd to the court he had airmen
to Cairo where the defendant was
supposed to live but received no re-
ply. therefore be did not know where
Bean was. Bean is the man whose
wife .4 suing him for divorce on the
round that he eloped 'kith another
woman and is now living with her in
open adultery a• Cairo The husband
of the woman he went away with is
suing her fur divorce also.
The court ordered that no property
be sold •n the suit of Gip Husbands
against Samuel Holland.
Judge Reed yesterday heard argu-
ments from the lawyers in the suits
of Marketmaster Joseph E. Potter
and Sewerage Inspector Franke,
against Charles Bell and A Bonds-
man who are claiming to be the
marketmaster and sewerage inspector,
respectively. Afterward the judgetook the litigation under advisement.hut it will be several days before he
renders his opinion.
Baphrupt Court
feree Bagby of the hankrtu4
court yesterday set January 3o. as theday on which he will resume hear-ing the Porter T. Overcast bankrupt
matter wh ch has been lying open for
eighten months. Ditrintr loos Over-
cast. who is of Hazel, Marshall coun-
ty, filed a petition' in bankruptcy,giving about Sow liabilities. Ills
creditors opposed him being granted
a discharge in bankruptcy and en-tered specification of object'ons to
the discharge. While these objections
were pending Overcast reached an
agreement with his creditors wherebyhe agreed .to pay them off, if they
would give him time. The referee letthe matter rest at that and Overeasthas paid off .some of the debts, butthe creditors are getting impatient
and have asked the referee to resumehearing the objections they enteredIn tons to Overcast's discharge. The
reffree has set the 30th of this month2414 the time for again taking tip the
matter.
WATEF NOTICE.
Patrons of the Water company are
reminded that their rents expired
December 31st., and those who desire
to reuew this quarter should do so
before it is forgotten. All premises
not paid for on or before January
Toth will be discontinued, and the
cost of shutting off and turning on
water will be one dollar.
PADUCAH WATER CO,
,A man must be judge d; upt alone• • 41. AA -by altainments. but by his ideals.
CONDENSED STATEMENT OF
MECHANIC'S dib FAR.MER.'S
SAVINGS BANK
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
At Close of Business December 31, 1906.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts  
 $194•363•97
Stocks and Bonds 
flanking House Furniture and Fixtures 
Cash and Exchange 
LIABILITIES.
o e
Sadeos4.0,)
Capital Stock 
 
 
 50,000.
Undivided Profits
Deposits 
 
  
sis, • • • 297,94
-szrres:a
A dividend of 2 1-2 per cent was declared out of the ns
earnings of the past six months, and credited to
stockholders payable on demand.
J. T. LAURIE, Collikr..
f
LIS JINGLE
FOR COUPLE
MISS RENA BOURLAND AND H.
H. CLIME:NTS MARRIED
YESTERDAY.
Mr. George Holliday Entertains To-
night With a Dance at Red
Men's Hall-Social Events.
.\lo. Rena Bourland and Mr. H.
hi Cements were married at 4„10
o'c'ock yesterday afternoon at the
residence of Rev T. J. Owen of the
Methodist church, this divine °theist-
Ina for the ceremony. The couple
nimediately thereafter left for Mein.
i is on a short bridal tour, returning
frost %loch they will take up their
home at tam illroadwaY
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
John A. Bourland of tut Kentucky
avenue, and was formerly office girl
tor Des Lightfoot and Vora. The
g4loom is an energetic young fellow.
Outside Oomph, Weds.
Mils liar) luckrii of Si Louis and
Mc Bernard Arenv of Illinois were
married yesterday by Rev. Father
Ja•isen Of St Frances de Sales church.
Danes This Bossing.
Mr Gef,rse II olltday will enter-
tain his many friends this evening
with a dance at the Red Metas hall
on North Fourth street
Carps Dille Dab.
Miss Annie Harlan of South lonath
street will entertain the Carpe Diem
-hub tonight at her home
Intro Noes Club.
Miss Nell Holland entertains the
Entre Nous club tomorrow afternoon
at her home on South Sixth street.
Magazine Oslo.
This afternoon the Magazine club
will be guests of Ms's Minnie Rat-
(liffe at the home of 'Sirs C K.
Wheeler on Kentucky avenue
Morning at Cards.
Mrs. W. B. Mills of West Jeffer-
son street, entertain. at cards tomor-
row morning, complimentary to her
house-guest. Mrs Vark Anthony of
Lexington.
Birthday Celebration.
The evening of January T9 the Con-
federate Veterans and ladies of the
ety, celebrate time tooth anniversary
of the birthday of General Robert F.
/.te by rendering the following pro-
gramme at the' Broadway Methodist
church: 'I. •
Pa aye?.
Ilymn-'ilitaw • NOW • g
tion "
Reading of Genersl• Lee % Foyesoellr
Address to the Carniederate Andy.
Song by a choitl aritteed• WI: the
D.Augthiers of the'Coaftderaor a..
Addrek1 I-Air sad Cuts.* ',-
lei, of General Robert F • Lee, Dv. W.
T. Bolling.
Hyrrin---For all the Sainte Who
Erom Their Labor Rest."
Presentation of Crostes of Horton
by Daughters of the•Coniederacy
Response-R.• 11 a Are., *iv this
Confederate Veterias.
Benediction'
.41
Seeing Doable Illesers.
(Illustrated Bits) •
I ntoxi cased indirnItial - Sher the
F:nthartiast-Yes: I saw it toiee.
Intoxicated indiiidtial--tdd I!
May Not Be That Ried of a NIA
Prejudge Mr. Gliggera:e in of
Colorsdo -Chicago Tribune.
Colebrated is Bet
Slobarkeoran. 111, Jaw. oy-Paarieh
Ginter celebrated*. ',geol.! birth toil
niiers.ary today while lying in bed,1
'there he spends moot of his tuie.
They Are Paid by the Year.
flow'''wosild it itesike John Nyesleo
Gaines tip. dock congrrismen Stftni,e
day during thq vacation'? There
no reason why congressmen should"'
work all the time 
-Houston Post.
Some • valnabies farsisaggeovere sot
at Sotheby's &scrim+ rooms
dont recently. A Charles 11 'sole
forth ng sold for Po and an .01iye
Croniviell farthing in reaper for to
Rem .
The fleecy lamb 'bat Mary, had.
Into a sheep it grew;
Now Mary's got a little dog,
And that is ffeator, too
-Boston Transcript.
. •
"Going up!" cried Coal
-Going dos-n.!" cried Tce
The car. suddenly *topped turd *-
dead man was discovered betwees
them. lie it,a s'. A cogkit rer --St. Lon--
is Post-Dispels 
An art-sehoel • studenf recent'
painted a picture of a dog under a
tree so I fe-like that it. was impos-
sible to dislinguish the bark of t
tree from that of the dog.-Sacr
Heart Review • •
"Tommy, did you, go to Mrs. Tnr-
ner's as Yoh!' Slab td 14 about her
dressmaker?"
"Yes. /nether."
"And what did you find dut?"'
"Mrs. Turner "-Ch'4--ago Neves.
STATEMENT CONDITION OF THE
6Iuhr sank anh Zrust to.
OF PADUCAH, KY.
At the Close of Busjness Decembes:31. 1906.
esources
Loans and Discounts
Stocks and Bonds
Banking House
Furniture and Fixtures
Cash Ind Exchange
6260.955 49
56.463 50
17,000 oo
$,750 oo
44,127 4111
6364496 47
teliabindie
Capital Stock ilOostbn on
Surplus Fund 
Undivided Profits  
Deposits 
Rediscounts ...
31,000 oo
2.775 96
07.523*
1.997,9
6364496 '117
A Dividend of 4 per cent was declared out of the net
earnings of the last six months and placed to the credit
of the stckkholders entitled thereto. $1,000 was added to
Surplus Fund. Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt
attention given to business intrusted to us.
(6. III. *robin-iron, rtal N. oluttir. Mae*,
erintres
;to "••
906.
$194.. 36.3•97
Aocaosao
.eosStilr
$362,15409-
$ 50,000.
4,228.
2%11
$262.154.(4
the is
to
shier
• •
a Feteilies
• • -•••.
Ilteetieelf
te Ailey.
led- bet: the •
ad Claret.
lee, De. W.
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VICE PRESIDENT
CHANGE MADE
FRANK H. RLSKE SELECTED
TO BE THIS OFFICER
AT BANK.
MOSES BLOOM'S FEEBLE
_JNDITION CAUSES CHANDE
MR. HENRY ARENZ KA& CLOS-
ED THE "BUCKET SHOP"
HE OPERATED HERE.
Mr. Randall Gone to Memphis to
Confer With Officials of
His Company.
ohly-qu000sseina made yeater-
deaeby the hanks fiolding their annual
election Of officers. this being the AI:-
Icetion of Mr. Frank H'. Rieke to be
ha Is Bloom.
vice-pre tut f the_4 National
tfie atte 4 t g troth the' office on
accovint &iris enfeebled condition.
and also from the fact that Mr. Bloom
a:ever expects to ever again make
Fatiticah his permanent .home oe ac-
count of the paralytic stroke which
bast kept hist citedioesi for eighteen
mouths. now, .the residence Of his
tailaithltrb all. s Le*. Mr. Bloom
tag been,,atekiice..preeident for many
avers. 4 s succeeded by a substan-
tial sad sterling young man ,'ho has
%Rea ',member of the board of direc-
trws. for quite aetelaile .for ,this insti-
tution. • •
The other banks ekcting officers
were the Globe Bank and Tenet com-
pany, Mechasecs sad Fernier' Savings
honk. and City National bank The
directors of the American-German
will not meet until sometime sleet
week !o ,j ,glfwes. Today tile
atockholdete oi thi -Paducah Banking
company. Meet to select their diree•
lc re.
011ica await Hera
Mr. Henry Areme the commiasion
ha closvil his establishment on
reoadirii 431'1:nerds street, and ar-
rangements are now being made to
(Apra headtaaarters at Memphis for
'the rpw ettalMeasion company he.
;awes F-ulEligUsli.'e F.. Cita and S.
Roth have emanated They are
continuing tkleir blfiee twee on Broad -
ray mud they are ready to open in
Illemphia. when they von then Aran-
4,in the Padttrlh place altogether, the
lieenie sof Snore astmoilly charg-
ed by the tioy official. having forced
the phsce to be el•ises1 here.
They will open the office at Mem-
pho sonietime the last of thi• mouth
middte id next.
me•••11•10Ahm
Ilhaabenie Centerenee.
/fr Joseph Randall left yesterday
teeming fo- ?dentine. Ii, meet the
tillfitnat. .it the Sowthwe•tern Sales 
cernpany kM settle number of Masi-
uses propositions before them Dur-
ing the cosefersiner iirsinething will he
stone toward% deciding whether the
:tate headquar1et• for Kentucky will
be maintained in Louisville. or wheth-
er they will be brought to this city
Mr. Randall has bought a big block
of stockln rim company and wants
to have this city hail headquarter. for
Kentucky: it he can prevail amen the
higher- officials. Ile returns from
tOday or tomorrow.
Open The Rids.
Architect 0. D. Schmidt expects to
open bids tomorrow put in by the
centractort• *brining for what they
will remodel the Weaks building at
Second and Washington Streets The
searentructieli *cod( will call for an
expendhure of about ke000. as the
reser of the house is to be made two
ivories like the front.
Olalls Factory Bonus.
The citizens in charge of raising -
hinds for the *lase factory report that
ltt.aeo has been subscribed and they
ars working hard to get the remain-
( • it will take to bring
t p anf w ch -is- now located re
."117175teId.;liti—v - 'is desirous of
reeving o Paducah, Pk owner; Mr.
Firlei agrees to come here if 'given
COAL CRASHED DILATORY MA OF CAR LECTURE ON . Dr. Dwight'
s
INTO WINDOW LINE IS OBJECTIONABLE THE INDIANS:
Lily!!r
d
m
cur
a
es chCmarpp
e
ed
a
rova:Prevent
MR JOHN SINNOT,Trja, iNjy
ED BY LUMP AIM FALL-
ING GLASS.
SEVERAL INJURED IN
RAILROAD WRECK
ENGINEER HENRY FRISZ IS
RESTING WELL, BUT IS
NOT IMPROVING.
Ex-Sheriff David Reeves of Marshall
County, Underwent Operation
Here—Sick People.
*UNLESS TRACTION PEOPLE HURRY WORK TO COMPLETION
WHEN GOOD WEATHER CO MES THE BOARD OF WORKS
WILL TAKE THE UNDERTA KING IN HAND ITSELF, PER-
FORM THE WORK AND THEN COMPEL THE STREET CAR
PEOPLE TO PAY FOR IT—IL LINOIS CENTRAL LETS CITY
SEWERS RUN THROUGH ITS PRIVATE PROPERTY FREE
OF COST—CITY pETTING F REE DIRT FOR THIRTEENTH
STREET FILL FROM CONTRACTOR BRIDGES--MUCH BUSI-
NESS UP BEFORE BOARD YESTERDAY.
Mr. John Sinnott, Jr., returned to
his home in this city last evening,
the victim of a peculiar accident
which accounts for the painful cuts
on his face and eyes, but fortunately
the sight is not affected. He was
hurt by someone shying a big lump
of coal thrqugh the window of an
Iron Mountain passenger "sin near
Sikeston, Mo. • :74'"' 4 A
Mr. Sindett koteftere TialedaY for
Cairo and tobk the' lrOtenlitleattin
fcr Te Al I on. a drum gip for
ittaltalshment
(se-North Fourth street. While tbe
train was whizing southward Amer
12.keetott, suddenly there crashed
through the window pane a lump al
coal that attack Mr. Sinnott in the
face, while fatties glass cat‘bis cheeks
and eyes, but did not harm eight.
lie was seated facing the witidont
its the time, chatting with -friends. He,
ant olf at the next station, was
te•otight back to Cairo, and then home
Jan t evening at 11:30 o'clock. He will
con‘wed some weeks evith his in-
juries.
Hart in Wreck. '
Daring the 'light wreak at Water
alley. Ky • early yesterday Flagman
Wm. Straub of lila North Four-
teenth. was burned on the hit lea:
Conductor T. Us Holland of Fulton.
got his lower jaw-bent fractured.
v ?"le Brakeman Eph Scheer of mac
( lark uteri had het ankle sprained
and leg wrenched. Sebree and Hol-
land were brought to the railroad
Loapital here. while Straub i I. at his
t o.fltnazot.
SOJOURN ON PICIFIC.
4 .
r. Bauer and Mr. Ka.mleiter Short-
lr:-Leave. for That West-
ern Clime.
-Mr. j,- Lty.kte.klatter leaves next
tr!li!itettes. Vicks-
b ge4other points, gettine to New
its (Our or. five days latc:r. At
_city he will be, joined,by Colonel
F:atnleiter, and the two. leave
estr,pott Angeles. Cal., ',hire they
war. eemain until next 'simmer so-
'
.
a
rtl iie..for their health. tale Chae.
tlie butcher, intended going
airing "but sickneae in his family pre-
veriaterwhileecp)owel: kiltilant )(atter-
ichn, witp wag,, to have been one of
• -We pahy. eamW grt.atiay. anal after
• staves* Fbinines, propogitions he has
to Arvind to are disposed of.
. v•
- Lk- Blythe: wmircad Irons Fiateria.
, healthily to Rrnedway, next io
2,1tilymffic5Cpipme kn.
' e
Pereintia. Left Chi. •
Gthiem. ttc agc4.flagman for
yiars at the I. C's Tennessee itreet
creasing, yesterday sent to Dover,
to live with his married datoghtee,
Mr.. B. II Brown, lie nee bees con-
fined with paralysis for the past year
•n his little home inside the 'yards at
that crossing. He Is une-leoged. and
a faithful employe who could not
longer work on account of paralysis.
•
alt. Baldry Operated Oa
Nfr. H. J. Robley of the Rossington
section of the county wa• operated on
yesterday by Dr j W. Pendley at
the latter's residence un Broadway
near Ninth *trete The patieut is do-
ing well at the physician'a home
where he is confined
netting WelL
Wisrd from Central City yesterday
was that Engineer Henry Fr ea was
resting well but there were no signs
of improvement, the paralytic Stroke
which overcame hint last week at 
cennes. lnd, being of s mu.i serious
stature.
. Underwent Operation.
,F.I-Sheriff David Reeves of Mar
shall County has arrived here and en-
tered the Riverside hospital for an
operation he underwent, the resitit of
which will keep Wm confined for a
period of ten days or two weeks
Other Ailing.
Dr. C A. Elliott is in quite a ser-
i/sue conditien at his home di Wood-
ville. as result of old age and the
shock caused by ilia wifeselleath two
weeks ago.
• Mrs. David Sanders lime been
moved from their home on ' West
Broadway. to a pr'vate-wern in River-
side koapital, where she fecithaine un-
til next' week when she FRE tt; San
Mitolio, Texas, for 4besArtie.
11111101Mimmini.m.
The unprecedented dilatory and
very objectionable manner n which
the street car company is rebuilding
the single blosk on' Broadway be-
tween Fourth and Fifth streets called
for vigorous action yesterday on the
part of the board of public works,.
which directed a letter to the traction
company, stating in unmistakable
terms that if the street car people diJ
not put a large force of men to work
whenever the weather gets better and
hurriedly complete this square that
the board of works would: take the
undertaleng out of the traction peo-
ple's hands and have the work done,
then charge it up to the car system
Owners.
For weeks now the traction people
have kept this block torn up and
nearly impassable for apparently no
cause whatever,_and the leniency of
the board of work.s is exhausted and
he 'brick street must either be re-
placed at once and thoroughfare
opened to traffic immediately, or the
operations will be taken from the car
line and performed by the city,
chargeable to the traction people on
completion.
The Illinois Central .railroad's prop-
oetion to run the new sewerage sys-
tens through ita property was official-
ly settled yesterday afternoon daring
the board meeting, when the members
rereeed the suggestion of W. Y.
Noble and O•car Gregory By the
agreement the mains will pass
through the railroad property
When the new sewers were .first
started the work being commenced'
out about Fleventh and Kentucky
avenue, W Y. Noble of one bloat
ties-mad agreed to let the city ran
the public sewers through his 'priv-
ate property provided the municipal-
ity paid ouf. of the public treasury the
co.t that Noble would otherw se have
to pay out of his private purse as his
portion of the cost of that part pf
the as wee running. by his groom+ The
offitiala were considering this, when
Oscar Gregory, who owns the vinegar
factory and grounds at Eleventh and
Kentucky,oanie along and agreed t
let the mains be run 'through hi
ground tithe city n•ould pay his p'3'r
of the construction cost, and in add'.
ton gist him A certain sum of money,
While these propositions were pend-
ing the Illinois Central liberally gar4
'the city engineer permission to rud
the mains through the road's private
property at 00 COO to the city. while
the I. C is willing to pay its propor:
t unate cost of the system'. The rail-
road agreement is accepted. and yet:.
terday the board turned down the re.
quest of Noble and Gregory that the e
Every time you do a wcift'hy 044
,•
yeti make it easier Isle .Othitts firiej
worthy. 
• Ile.
Gossip picked
biting to go in
hoes reputation.
the feek latax4-1
and etteil hite
Nran was not made'
Of morals, but niorals f1iferitakinae•
of the perfect Thae.
 
rmarriage of Loquacity to lire-.
occupation is ideally happy. She .1e'
,sever interrupted and he never hear
Srnall wonder sonic go to heaven.
slowly when they are crawling
as ."worttre of the dost."Chicago Tri-
bune.
procrapt Motion+ aud -.Sloth once 'ran
a race. Procraetination never stetted
Sloih never eot there, so the race
was dellarect a drad•heat. •••.? •'
The engineer was given more time
in which to inveeeigate the reported
bad surface wateryelta'nage In the sr-
ley running fromstlarr son to Clay
between Third and Foureh streets.
Street Inspector Elliott teiported to
the board thar Contractor itzidges is
placing, free of charge, upon the Tier-
teenth street All between Jackson
street !Sid Plunkett's Hill, dirt taken
out of the trenches being dug in that
vicinity for the sanitary 'sewerage.
He is giving the dirt to the city for
use in buildisig up the fill that goes
through the hollow separating the
It'll (ruin Jackson.
The independent telephone coin.
patty was empowered to renew one
buried anchor on Madison near Sev-
enth, and on Madison near Tenth
-street. • .
• Superintendent Kibbler of the light
'plant reported that he had gotten the
Thitd and Clay street *ewerage sys-
tem pumping station in good condi-
tion and it was ready for operation to
"force the sewage of the mains
into the river as soon as the r se of
the Ohio makes it necessary.
Mayor Yeiser turned over to the
board the invoice for the four elec-
tric arc lamps yet to come from the
General Electric company of Cincin-
nati for use at the city light plant.
TUN mayor reported the . list - of
Street lights the police had reported
to him as burning -mproperly the
past week.
Oily Engineer We-Neaten in-
formed the members that when the.
new storm *ewers were laid the sur-
face drainage in the alley near Nine-
teenth betweeu Broadway and Ken-
tucky avenue would be cared for.
The people out that itay have com-
plained about the bad drainage and
the board referred it to the engineer
for investigation.
The old telephone company was
directed to repa r the concrete pave-
ment at the base of one of its poles
on Fourth and Broadway
The sidewalk, is in a had condition
in., (Win of the street car company';
i'lli4Oei1iVest Broadway near Tbiri
etRititif lYieeti. 'The hoard directed
that' it be repaired and the compane
replies they will do it just as woo
board he would pay Wert. which is
Antatetir Gardner :nformed the jMONDAY and TUESDAY i
as spring sseather opens and elemen-
tary :uncle .•ns are favorable.
his part of the cost of putting dowa
MAJOR F. H. COOPER IS HERE
FROM CHICAGO ACADEMY
OF SCIENCE.
He Will Lecture This Afternoon and
Evening for Benefit of
of Librnry Fund.
Major F. H. Cooper, of the Chicago
Academy of Science, is in this city
and will this afternoon and evening
d' liver lecture, upon the "Indians" at
the Washington school Isulding on
West Broadway. The entertainment
and address will he given the benefit
# the high school' Tibrary'fiantl; and
adnfiesion chaeged for both ap-
eraralices.
Major Cooper is one of the most
prominent men in the country in this
capacity, and occupies a responsible
position with she se;entific institution
of Chicago. He has spent many
years, traveling in South Africa.
,Europe and other distant lands and
is one of the best posted men in the
United States.
'He carries with him a stereopticon
:apparatus to illustrate his remarks,
which. have proven h'ehly instructive
and entertaining to large audiences
the country over.
Vtetv.
At the crowded downtown corner
the_ frightened pedestrians were scur-
rying out of the way of street cars,
automobiles, delivery wagons, anti
policemen on horseback.
"Gosh" exclaimed the windoW
washer, looking down on them from
his perch on the norror ledge of a
fifteenth-story window. wilot glass
I an't in that crowd"—Chicago Tri-
bune.
_
Couldn't Overlook a Sere Thing,
An American resident of Cuba
wsites to Gov. Magmas predictiwe an-
other rebellion in the island.—Phila-
delphia North American.
The 'firs' boy had pest the first
page by drooping. the form down
tan flisshee of ovaries.
"I wish.- murmured the gentle edi-
tor, "that you had broken the news
imore gently "—Judge.
skin. Makes the skin soft, smooth
arid white. .Removes all blemishes
reused by the cold winch'.
Delightful to use after shaving_
For sale only at
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
•
Sunflower Philosophy.
What has become of the old-44..
ioned man who called it,"stone coal..
Our feelings are like sonic met5-
eine. Have to be kept tightly t'silitit14
or they will evaporate.
Pleasing people is Sky .14,4ghint
It has to be done without an-effost
to be effece.ve.
When a cat and a dog get ahoss
well together it moans the dog wasio.:
educated by a boy. s
• It is always hard for tet tee -
yew that any one liek. j- 03 b;Assiel.
night without sleepLig..., f
'.‘•
Unless someone "cusses'
f thc'. eae-
ployes a god deal .its issaid• an e—
tablishment ha* "ne. heash 4 icaistutri
Loafers usually want com 
if they can have their choice, prefer
the company of a busy artan•r •
Talk about swearing: The nete-t
abused words in the frtgliah lan-
guage are "dear" and
If Yea'u always get your oar* wee-
these a one thing you must give vp—
the idea that you will ever.be,porpa-
lar —.‘tchison (Kass) Globe. .•
A motor boat iii to be utilizeil.for
in soon 'service in the North sea ik!,
the Misaions to Seamen imeiety. - It
will be named the Prances Roger and
will be stationed, at liaarwich.
..
With 2,00etOoo freight care Wattle
in this country, the raily cry, the
hourly cry, is "More cars, more cars"
New ears are put in service almost
before the paint on 'Item is dry
liss.f.C:).010(:=140<=:201111‹=:41•04.<7.,eteec=.4:1‘="47=1411b0111bis=seeetre
LOOK!!
the tindergronnd piping, laid from r
Third mad Harrison street to the f.e.#44C•40eZ:=4.<=seeCieesc=a11<=4•s==>.....: 
river's edge. moo feet beyond The
We will sell 300 pairs Mims' and Children'ssurface rainwater drains through this
main 'from hollow on the West side
Of Third and Harrison to the ,Ohio $1.50 Ned $2.00 Shoes for
'emend be passed through instead of river.
the railroad's. The street inspector Was directed
Mrs. Foie appeared before the
board and wanted permission to leave
her sign hanging to the awning in
front of their dry goods store on
Broadway near Second street. Her
request was rejected as the board has
ordered all signs to come down, ex-
cept those illumined with electricity.,
The independent telephone com-
pany, in chang ng the course of souse
wires on the South Sde, left some
poles not needed and offern to sell
them to the city at a small price.
rather than go to the trouble and
cost of moving them. Superintendent
Kebbler of the light plant looked at
the poles and reported to the hoard-
that live should be bought. The pur-
chase has net been made, the bolted
wanting the superintendent to stp
first what condition they are in.
'Engineer Washington reported thlit-
the Illinois Central officials had said
they would immediately remedy
things on Harahan boulevard where
at present the rainwater does not
properly drain away 'through eke
storm sewers built by the road peo-
ple. the mains leading from the bottle-
-yard not having been properly laid
at first. The city,
 got after the own-
ere and they promise to fix things.
City Jailer FA
-41-:. *ante to buy
'Some sewer pipes Hotta the board of
works and the matter was referred try
the city engineer, who now asks the
board for more time to see if he can'
Pare the piping, as he has been too
tame the past week to look into the
proposition.
to eptead ten loads of gravel upon.
the lot surrounding the city scales on
South Second between Kentucky and
Washington street. The lpt 's used
by liundrede every day and gets cut
up in.., mod puddles
The annual reports were filed by A
Bundsman, the- former eewerage in-
spector. and Alonzo Elliott. the pres-
ent street inspector, showing the
workings of their department for teo6.
President Wilhelm .,ubmitted to the
hoard the annual report covering
every department under control of
the board of works for 'last year. It
was ordered spreadson the minutes,
and a copy of same will be furnished
the mayor today for incorporation in
his annual message wh ch he hopes
to submit to the aldermen tonight.
Wee Flowers. David. M. Flournoy. J.
T. Jenkins, L. D. Watson and Mr.
Reeves were rented stalls on the pub-
lic market. All the buteher, and
marketer* are now paying their an-
nual licenses for privilege of occuny-
;tor their respective stalls and benches
during ror.".
• •
'Nat the Neer England variety.
0 h . they're real swell nenele.-
said the Chicago Than: "an old 'May-
Sewer family.' I believe.",
"Vott mean their anettors eame
over hi the Mayflower?" asked tits
vis.tor from the Fast.
"qh. no: T .mean they made their
-moneY in 'Mayflower Ham' oldest
brand o' hams in this section.-—
Catholic Standard. •
anuary 14th and 15th 1907 .
41111111. .011111111. 41111110. 41.111.. mindow AMMO. 111.110.
See Our Window Display of This Broken Lot ot
Fine Shoes for the Small Sun of 58c
.41IMP•..OMW 4110W. 4011W .WWW
Cochran Shoe Co.
405 Broadway
"ONE PAIR SELLS ANOTHER THAT'S QUAUTY"
4)14=:44•4 0 *c--01c=7:4110C-... "?•/..<'PO,C;::400C40,C=:›400.t="06c="t•
63 Copies far 1 c
Use our best smutless and srnearless carbon papers and you can
get from 175 to 200 clear cut
grade comes in blue,
What better 'do
a low price?
Set Our speCial carbon fo r pencil use at $1.00 for too sheets.
This does the work as good as any carbon made.
It. E.
black
you want
im preisai arta from each sheet. Our best
and purple at $265 per box.
in the way of satisfactory goods at
Waeoik s& Book &a"wla Music Man
At, Harbour's Department, Store
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime arid Cement. Agent for W.iitehall and Agatite Cement
"We KING OF CEMENT"
H. M. CNNNINGHAM
• Phones. Old 960, New 245 Thirteenth and-Adams Street.
14L.
0,.va imiiitimatiteMotiwiNto- oisoo0Wes
1•••••••.nante- •••  t
I
— viV14 de—.....•••  
 -61111
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ommismos""""."" 3P11,ItAD OF MALADY.
People
Say
OUR PERFUMES
ARE ,BEST
Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor [coin us. You'll
Fay there is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
coming into our possession.
IIll. OehlschlaeoerDRUGGISTSX-TH AND BROADWAY
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
First
Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone soo.
NOTICE
Kitimat Prices Paid for Second-Haad
STOVES AND FURNITURE
By anything and sell everything"
eill-aso Court Street. 010 nese
Clem Fran siola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
I NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCoRPORATED
306 B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
?NV:MONZA VICTIMS INCREASJI
II I NUMBER. YEARLY
Medical Authorities Putting Forth
Theis Best Efforts to Check
Inroads of the Pali
Disease.
The oonsaission Which was appointed
last year by the Mw York board of
health to study pneumonia and whose
preliminary report has just been sum-
marised by the press, is composed of
men of high professional rank., says the
New York Tribune. Yet the problems
involved in the Inquiry are so serious
diet there is no danger of securing tbo
ualted a grade of talent for their solu-
tion. The disuse which the commis-
sion has been considering has risen Into
peculiar prominence of Late. At one
time ooestmaptioa caused more deaths
than any other malady and pnetunonia
ranted second as a cause of morality.
Within the last ten or fifteen years the
two have exchanged places in some parts
at the United States, if not in the me-
tropolis. Consumption, as a result Of
the adoption of more ealightaned meth-
ods of prevention and treatment. works
• little less havoc now than formerly.
Pneuesoaia, on the other hand, ands a
greeter number of vieloss in proportios
to ake population. Morels ground for
the belief that grip has oostribuideti
materially to this result because It U
oftee a prelude to an attack of pneu-
monia and it sadly dlaqualUlas a man for
seeoseeful resistant* to an Illness of an-
other nature. However, whatever the
Gaups, the tacreased prevalence at pun
motile has excited taa gravest alarm and
porplextty in the mediae' profession.
The oommtestes is ocinvinced that..
Idate tuberculosis, the more acute type ad
ilug Coupe is attributable to the pros.mice at mierobes and that the latter aredlasseeninated by the drying of sputumfrom patlenta The organisms are neeeasily borne about by the air so long asthey are motet, but afterward they areas sully circulated as dust perUsiss.
This fundamental fact shows the desir-
ability of &elegies a sick room with sea-
light promoting trate veatilat ion and tan
No a broom only when the Boor has
hos sprinkled
Siam puzaaag facts have been elicited
in UM mine of the lavestimation sos-
1 ducted by Dv. Darlingtom's upsets Oneis that putty asococet. the supposed camsef the disease, are sometimes carried inthe 'eoliths of persons for weeks with-
out producing any apparent effect. Is
like manser they are observed In the se-
cretions of patients who have ruovered
for a considerable interval after the diso
'appearance of other symptom& This
second phenomenon reetuables one
which often follows an utast of typhoad
fever and gives rise to the Quetta& how
long each persons may threaten the
health of their associates and neighbor&
Perhaps more light on this laibttag may
be afforded by further otwarnattaa.
Suck information should pewee useful
La the devising of sanitary precautions
for a community In watch paeumunts
prevails.
Prevention is laanitely preferable to
cure, but good generals consider what to
do if their first line of defense fails. The
oaly remedial agent to which the cow
son refers is a blood serum derived
from an immune animal Experiments
were made, evidently with a view to ob-
taining hints as to the value of an an
Wolin of this kind, other ventures of
the same character having teen made
repeatedly in the last few years. The
verdict rendered is a little obscure, but.
while the commission seems to have
found that a serum. as now prepared,
might be tiers iceabte for purposes of
diagnosis, it appears to be silent about
the remedial and protective qualities ce
the article. However, if the serum
which • few physicians even now em-
ploy. le not all that could be desired. im-
proved methods may yet develop one
that can be more heartily recommended.
E xcursion
St. Louis and Tennessee River Path,
it company—the cheapest and bee
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00sfr. For the Round Trip toTennessee river & retur7 properly one must hare the blood of a
It is a trip of pleasure, consfor
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jas
.IKoger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent
•••••=m•••
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 08 Red.
PADUCAH. KENTUCKY
"Nuwedct's wift• gave it to him hot
sod heavy whorl l!e gid Ii' .me last
"Gracious! I thought tiwy never had
a word."
'I don't believe they ever 
' the was one of her biscuits she gave
bini."—Washington , Times.
Bagpipes and Gardeners.
"Tom" Jeekinson, bead gardener at
the Peacock conservatories, whose
chrysanthemums are on view to the
n umber of 3.igsl. is an ardent Scotchman.
with a passionate love for all things
that come from the Land o' the Heather.
He and a few kindred souls have organ-
ised a bagpipe baud that will soon show
Pittsburg the possibilities in untamed
Highland melody. Mr. Jenkinson is the
leader and every man of them wears
kilts after the manner born. It is one
thing to play the' bagpipe, but to do it
proper clan in one's veins to give the
true "skirl." Mr, Jeakinson holds that
a Scotchman and only a Sootehman cam
be a good gardener or a piper. "An
Englishman learns to be a gardener
from the top down." says Jenkinson.
"A Seotchman, starts from the bottom
with a spade digging vegetables. That's
why so many gardeners come fmm
WanCiand. They learn bit by bit over
there."—Pittsburg Dispatch.
.11tow Witch Hazel Shoots Its Seeds.
Do you know that the witch haze
shoots its seeds ten or fifteen feet? If
you want a brand-new sensation, bring
borne some branches of witch hazel hav-
ing both flower' and unopened seed pods
iss them and put them in vases of water
The pods burst at the most unexpected
times, waking you In the night and pep-
pering you with their bard, shiny, black
seeds. Branches that are to be used for
a party must he selected with care, to
be sure of having perfectly fresh rowers
and seed pods that have not opened. if
It is possible to do so. cut them thd same
day they are needed. If they must be
ettd the day before they are needed, put
them In a cold place In water and wrap
a damp cloth around ths brsactes. in
artier to prerent the nowers feint veltn-
sling and to keep the seede from deine
expelled too soon.---Country Lire Is
Amarbas
•
THE WOODEN NirOis N.
HOW SOME PEOPLE LEARNED
HER THOUGHTS.
BY I. K. FRIEDMAN.
The occupants of the other apart.
Mentz in the tenement called her "the
wooden woman." The expression on
her face, which never changed, waa
woodeny, and even when she moved
about she seemed to be carved out ul
wood.
In the summer when the weathes
was pleasant she sat outaide on the
steps, her bands folded in her lap, as ii
she saw nothing of the life that was go-
ing on-around her, as It she were com-
pletely absorbed by something that
was going on in her mind—her mind that
everybody thought was as vacant as the
stare in her eyes.
Whenever the weather was unpleasan
or cold *be sat la aer kitchen with bet
tutr.de folded In her lap, the /Ante vacant
SIAM Is her big, calm eye& This latches
Itself was a dark, windowless room, cut
off from all light by the surrounding
walls, but she kept Itscrupuloesly clean,
and somehow it wore a cheerful air
even though she was forced to keep the
:Lamp burning there by day as well as by
night in order to see.
Moreover, this kitchen contained a
band-made, hand-carved cupboard—
ailed with old china that sparkled like
polished brass—in which she seemed
La take a particular delight, for her va-
cant stare was always turned toward it
as if it were filled with associations of
happier days instead of plates and
saucers. Over the cupboard a clock
ticked away—ticked away like her 0VID
life, monotonously, without the slight-
est variation,' but with a certain ma
chine-like tranquillity and content.
"If the clock and Mrs. Kirkwood were
to change places." said one of her neigh-
bors to another, "I dust think either
would know it."
The wooden woman bad lived in the
tenement for nearly a year and she was
never known to say more than "good
morning" or "good night" to anybody,
not even to her two roomers, who nevei
attempted to break In on her reserve,
appreciating the fact Last they had a
landlady who neverinterfered with theta
priracy. If people talked to her she
listened with the axed, vacant expres-
sion of the deaf, as if she hadn't beard
nodded as if she underetood. but gave no
reply.
Once a prying visitor offered to buy
her cupboard—a proposition that actual
ly shocked the wooden woman into life;
for she changed color, moved her hands
up to her face as if to ward off a blow and
said plaintively: "Sell my cupboard!
How can I! My husband tr.ade IC"
husband lea carpenter. thenr
make the visitor.
es. a carpenter and a sailor."
here Is be now?"
The wooden woman let the sweeties's
pass unanswered, her built folded is
her lap, her eyes closed as if by speak-
ing she had committed I cardinal sts
end as if She were still appalled by the
sound of her own voice.
One day the owner of the tenement
hired the wooden woman, who was very
pour, to do some scrubhim, fOr hid. ia
another building that he owned in the
neighborhood. But she had scarcely
started to her task when she was over
come by the fear that her roomers might
return home ia the evening before As
did and not and the hall lamp lighted.
So she ru.shed back to her kitchen and
sat there all day, with her hands folded,
listening to the tick of.the remorseless
clock.
Whenever she left her home, whenever
she stepped outside of the circle that'
baba had drawn around her and within
which it had fixed her, she became as
panie-stricken. as lost as if she had been
removed beyond the borders of civilize.
Lion and dropped in the heart of an Ahle
can jungle.
When the spring eime the tenement
was surprised one day to hear the sound
of a woman's voice talking blithely and
gayly in Mrs. Kirkwood's apartment
‘Vhen that same voice burst into rap-
turous acing the tenement was all aston-
ishment. but how can one express the
tenement's amazement when it came to
recognize that the voice belonged to
none other than Mrs. Kirkwood herself?
Had she gone crazy?
Mrs. Kirkwood's roomers set the feirs
of the tenement at rest; the wooden
woman's husband had come home unee
peeiedly late the night before. and his
wife was supremely, inexpressibly hap-
py—nothing more.
A thousand questions were asked the
informant Had this Kirkwood been in
Alaska.' Had he made his fortune
there? Had he been in India! Was he
going to remain in America or go back
with his wife whence he had route? The
roomer shrugged his shoulders. (feeler
lug he knew nothing about the matter.
Mrs. Kirkwood was rarely at home
now. She was trotting about with het
husband day and night, to the theaters,
to the restaurants, downtown on er
rands, to the North side on visits. whets
ever he had a mind to take her, and he
seemed to have a mind to take her every-
where. The wooden woman was SA
completely transformed as if 30 yeare
had been suddenly subtracted from lieS
age and she had been restored to has
girlhood.
Then one tine day the tenement
learned from the roomer that the hue,
hand had gone to parts unknown.
Gradually Mrs. Kirkwood was changed
back into the wooden woman. He,
songs ceased; her laughter Seca=
lower and lower, then it died &wilt
altogether; she spoke less and lees
then hot at all. She sat in hes
'clean, windowless kitchen the live
king day, with hands folded, the old via
cant stare In her eyes.
Thd tenement no longer wonders
aoder. what she is thinking or towarn
what the vacant Aare la her We- WA
• •
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• THE BATTLE OF BULL RUN* 
Caron Directory Company•
Gen. E. I'. Alexander, one of the
surviving Confederate brigacters, con-
tributes the first of a series of articles
which Scribner's Magazine will pub- Branchlish concerning the battles of the
civil war, says the Nashville Banner.
His article, which appears in the Jan-
uary number of the magazine, ives
the story of the battle of Bull Run,
or First Manassas, in which he was
an active participant as a signal of-
ficer on the Confederate side. Gen.
Alexander was a graduate of the Na-
tional Military academy and an ,ac-
complished engineer. In the line of
his official duty he took very minute
notice of all the movements of both
armles on the' field, and lie has since
studied the records with the eye of
a competent critic. He lays bare
numerous palpable blunders that were
comniitted by the commanders on
both sides, and shows how very i:1
prepared the armies of either the
North or South were for teal war. It
was a haphazard affair and it seems
that .a well trained army of veterans
might have put the forces of both the
union and the Confederacy to rout
eithout difficulty. The United States
would make but a sorry figure op-
posing volunteers no better trained
than were those at Bull Ron. to a
Gorman army dr.11ed and disciplined
as the soldiers of the kaiser now are,
or to such an army as Japan put into
Nfatithuria in its war With Russia.
Though our president won the Noble
peace prize, the day of national con-flict candhardly be said to be past, andthe nation without a sufficiency of
trained soldiers is runn ng a great
risk.
Gen. Alexander's article is in many
respects very interesting. He shows,in the first place, that the eConfeder-
,ates vvere hampered by has in a to take
order. front Richmond and that one
capable commander v. ()old have beenbetter than tat, in the persons ofGel's. Johnston and Hannigan!. His
narrative of the battle makes ThomasJ. Jackson the most striking figureIt was there that Jackson acquiredthe sobriquet of "Stonewall." When
President Das- s arrived from Rich-
nuind rite afternoon. Gen. Alex-
ander says Jackson shouted to him.
"We have beaten them. They ranlike turkeys. Give me s000 fresh
men ail! go into Washington City-Rut, strangely, this idda of promptpursuit *tea not appear to have im-
preseed itself upon the commanding
eifficers. President Davis, with Gen..
Johnston and Beauregard, busied
themselves w th riding over the field
and depended upon the limited caval-
ry service to follow and harrass the
demoralized federal-. (kn. Ale sander
does not argue that the capture of
Washington was practicable. but be-lieu's a large part of McDriaell's
army might have been captured, andhe says it is inossible to calculate
what might have been accomplishedby a really vigoriiii. pursuit of the
panic-stricken foe.
WOMAN.
She works harder before breal. -
last than man works all day.
She has more humor in an offhand
ord than man has in his funniest
story.
She shows more pathos in her gen-
tlest sigh than ntan shows in his most
lugubrious wailing...
She can econoniire more 2,5
cents than a man with a dollar.
She can dress herseli neatly an.I
attract for it's than it costs a
man for shoes and hats.
She ,has more patience in opening
a drawer than a man has in laying
the foundation of his fortune.
She displays more gra:e in falling
out of a hammock than A man dis-
plays in hi: favrrrite dance.
She has more dignity in a nod of
her head than a man ha: in a bow
that embraces his entite anatomy.
She can show more itist.ce in fee,!
ing chickens than a whole couttill
of judges can show in a hundred 
-col-
nines of printed decisions.
She eshows more ingenuity in the
things she does with the left-over
boiler% potatoes than the greatest in-
ventor ho ever 'signed a patent spec- ,
cification.—Washington Star,
01 Louisville, Kentucky
Office in Paducait a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the dd.'s'', of Poked* NWhave placed copies of the directories of the cities aimed belewis th• erwiing Register office at 523 Broadwa y, where the public in hrvienCtit sellwhen desiring the address of any resident of the cities most
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN.
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
0NZ-8IXTH OF THE POPULATION OP THE UNITEDSTATES,
List of Directories on File
ALLEIHIENY CITY. PA.
ATI MITA. OA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
BOSTON. MASS.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
BRONX. N. Y.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
BUPPALO. N. T.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
CINCINNATI,, 0.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CLEVELAND, 0.
COLUMBUS, 0.
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.
COVINGTON. KT.
DAYTON, 0.
DENVER. COLO.
DETROIT, MICH.
DISTRICT OP COLUMBIA
DULUTH. MINN.
FAIRFIELD, CONN.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND,
JEFVERSONvn-Lz. IND.
KANSAS CITY. ILAS.
KNOXVILLE. TZNN,
LOS ANGELES. CAL.
LOUISVILLE. KY.
MANHATTAN. N. Y.
MANCHESTER. VA,
COPIES OF PADUCAH D IRECTORY FOR
BALL::
PRICE $4.00
.drr
MANITOU. COLO.
MEMPHIS, TOOL
MILWAUKEE, WI&
MINNEAPOLIS, ISM.
NASHVILLE, TIDAL
NAUGATUCK, CON/T.
NEWAJLE, N. J.
NEW ALBANY, DID.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
NEW ORLEANI, LA.
NEWPOIPT. KY.
NEW YORK CITY.
NORWICH, CONN.
PADUCAH, KY,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
RICHMOND, DID.
RICHMOND, RA.
SALT LACE CITY, MAXSAN FRANCISCO, CAL
ST. PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
SOUTHPORT, CONN.
SPRINGFIELD, 0.
STRATFORD. CONN.
SUPERIOR CITY, MINX
TOLEDO, 0.
UTICA. N. Y.
wATERBURY. CONN.
YONKERS. N. Y.
•
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CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY
R egister Office, 523 Broadway
In Italy Sunday is usually sefect-
cd for the marriage of those persons
who have never been married before.
Widows, however, in accorlance with 4
1
 
an old custom, usually choose Smut.-
•
Healthy Bath Rooms
Good pbarnhifts means
good health arid this COM-
bined with modern sanitary
fixtures belpe to keep the doctor out
of ,our house- lasereser Porce:s
Enameled plumbiag aturn make
healthy" bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room im-
provements, let us show you sampies of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service sad attention no
matter bow small or bow large your job.
E. D. HANNAN,
Both Phases aor
clay.
One of the kaiser's favoriee dishes
is German beefsteak with mashed pt.
tatnes. The usual menu at the im-
perial. table consists of scum, fish.
meat, vegetables and cheese. The
wine, either from the Rhine or the
Mosel. is alWays served :11 Unlabeled
and open bottles.
The ownership of the national banks
of the United States is not in the
hands of the rich few, as is common-
ly .opposed.
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST— of°
Truehart Building J J'
TEL. six R •
FREE
•
Front Isaac Shelby to J. C. W. kabala
AU. Or
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
Tbe FIrsi Theo Their Plebes* Neve Ever
Bees Published. FREE
The Evening Peat has for several years e-tdeevored to secure pietvres of all KentuckyGovernors and has at last succeeded in att..ring them through the assistasce of the Ken-tucky State Historical Society. go
In order to place these pictures in • permasest form, they have been imaged bl agroup in an op-to-deto Atlas showing. Kentucky with the Latest census, metente ofall the presidents of the netted State* Rulers mid Flags of all nations, steamship reotea,statistical data, history of the Knaso-Japan War, also late maps of the United states.pal, Eastern and Western Hemisphere, reports of the laist three •ational crawsand much her historical isdormatioa.
•' Tab aelgoo sod voluotdo Aliso la PIM to AU. EITHITINO POST SUISCRIIINIR.S,if sot sow • soloalbor goad Slaw for • full yogi's subscription by wail at 12 co for sixmonth's pubscriptioa. Uoderstand that these rates are by mail only end that the sub.script ion price by carrier or agent is to cents per week.The Evening Post publishes sit or more editions daily and the lstest edition hi sett toeach reader according to the time that it will reach them.The Reeking Post is first in everything sod has the most State news and bestmarket reports.
For •Il the people and •gainat the grafter. /Independent always..
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“NUIBILACK"
Loafed Black Powder Shells
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
They Always Get The ease
,for SsIce_Eveerwhewts.
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ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 30, IP&
r '
)j. K. HENDRICK.
J. G. MILLER
WM. MARBLB
Hendrick, Miller
arb Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of th
State. Both phones 3z. •
Rooms z. a, 3 and 4. Register Build-
ing. 323 ra Broadway.
Paducah Steam
Dye Works
We tees enlarged oar business .and
prepared to turn out more and
grade work. Cleaning, Dybsza
Repairing.
K. C. Rose, Prop.
359 South Third St.
••••
C. MAIIIIII6 SEARS, N.D.
Mos 1101 byers St.
TAO* 311.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Roans 5 and 6. Register Building
3113 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Pb00* Os: Old 1417 R
SPECIALTIES: •
Abstracting of Titles
Insuxance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
.1. Rivers, M. D.
OPVICE 419 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 205: Office, ne.
ID
Excursion Rates on
The Rivei
1 kewled Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
=TURN, Continuous Passage. S400.
gidiniffnd Ticket 115.00, meals and
berth ischedsd.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
el Sure or over, 8i.so each, without
Issas; Sisoo with meals.
Osod music on all the boats.. For
particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER. City Pass.
Agent. '• phone 33.
C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
so. ii and is. Columbia Bldg
PADUCAH, KY.
ALIEN W. BARKLEY ,
Attorney at Law.
No. 5. Paducah
I. Bldg. Kentucky
Old Phone 1992.
OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
Marittall County; Paducah, Ky.
Room 114. Fraternity Building.
..Pfeer ne 114 Old Phone 484A
R. T. LIGHTFOOT
Lawyer.
dir
.111‘1 Practice in all Courts of Ken
tucky.
a-. 
1 DR. W. C. EUBANKS
• (Homeopathist)
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 120
Residence 13zo Br011dWay.
•,2,1, Phone 49.
PROOF THAT YOU
NEVER CAN TELL.
1 The artistic s fracture ot soap that
the storekeeper was building only
lacked a few dozen cakes of comple-
tion, but that necessitated the open-
ing of a new box, and the architect,
after a lingering look of pride on his
we& went to the back room sites
the cold chisel. At that moment Butit
Jones entered the store sad, with a
sidelong glance and grin at Washing.
ton Hancock, pulled ovt the key cake
of the arch and fled, wh000lag with
delight at the ruin that strewed the
counter and the floor.
"It's too doggone bad, Rufe." said
Hancock, consolingly, to the store-
keeper. "I don't. reckoo be Imowed
that you'd been LA mornin' fun' 14
up. He Niat allowed he'd have • little
sport with you. There &hal no real
harm In Bud an' casein' never dose
so goad to nobody, nohow."
'It be &et coma to be hang I edge
my gusset'," said tke storekeeper,
wrathfully.
"You don't know," said Hancock.
"He might make a good redeemer.
He's give you a cheast to make •
right smart better dotnany than you
bad afore. If he hada% bees azdzsered
rt you he night have told you how to
build it up 'gala. No 112-110, you can't
never tell what • boy is Mn'g to tura
out ear what his ratite' Is sole' to
do ter him. Aver hear ot Gosport
Seshltarlyr
"No. aor I Seel west to." replied
the storekeeper as his began to pith
up the scattered asap.
"Yoe dotal know mill you do hear
Obeid bias." mild litemesells *Q1141617-
'Yee peolny Wet Ws a am=
3 press* bat he slant Del a
pres. °MOM an' I reamabor the tills
when It was the gime'ral *plane that
he'd never amosat to chill o' beans.
Sad Joao, Is worth a tee-acre lot full
3 boys like Go. Smabberly taster be.
an' Goa owes a right smart o' real
'Math In Ian Franchise ea' &atm •
Garry that lad umbel Your Meath
valor. Uster be remits' around bum
toot right la this village."
"It's th• smart oasis what Etta eat
of it." remarked the storeke•Pear.
"Gos teasel smsirt." said Heacteck
'He was about as emery an' trills' a
boy as over gleilibesed a toad mother's
heart He wasn't sesame of an istlit
to pet is the state asylum, bet be
didlit lack much of it. He was as
homely as a mud roses an' as lasy as
—as Mane Parsons. there His moth-
er jest Imp' him out o' school an'
didn t do a slum Beta' thing but teed
him up an' make over him—'speciaLly
teed hint up lie was hog tat. Dtdn't
do aothin' but eat se' sleep. Nobody
tanned klin, either. for Yln' liesabberty
was a little the best cook that ever
drew the breath o life in Missoura.
"She was a wtdder woman an' Goo
port was all the young one she had.
Scabberly left her a good farm an
she sold it an' bought mortgages an'
lived In tows. She took • motion that
Gos was dellitit Om' wase't Ilkell to
live k.,ng an' she hardly Let him out
et heir sight.
"Well, as I was sayIn', MU' Scab
burly was a No. I cook. She could
make wanes that 'tad jest matt la
your mouth, an' make pies that U
you wtiset tasted 'ea you'd sever feel
right satlaffied with pie ever after ea'
she'd take iberbe an' Saveria's isn'
eissoain's as' do things to chickens
as' turkeys as' biatcher's meat that
you'd never dream could be dose to
'ea. She await a littie gardan out
back of the house ea' raised all man-
lier of garden truck an' she was all
the time 'Golan' aroarul in the stores
for authin good or studyin' up re-
ceipts Is the paper for initials' new
thet she reckoned might tempt Clow
port' delint appetite.
"An' sure enough, his atipettl• did
tit to be detach. His Tittles had to
be about teat so for him to eat 'em
at all. He'd Oa at this an' dab at
that aa' there was too muck davorin'
In 'totter an' too little in suthia' else
You never sees nethia' like it. An'
all the time folks was "'Oa' what
would become o' Gosport when be
(rowed up, him never dein' a lick or
(Win' any sense or gumption. They
Only got to talkie' lathe wielder about
it, an' they did get her sorter skewed.
so she pinched an' skimped herself
to lay up a little money for Gos. lin
she didn't skimp him none. She
cooked an' put up preserves an
sasses more'n ever, an' worked liar
der's ever in the garden.
"nifty when Gos was about 20 years
old she give up sin died.'
"What did the hey do them?" asked
the storekeeper. ,
"Looked axonal for a plass to
board," said Hancock. "She'd left bin*
Omit on to $10,000, an' he 'tried to
buy suthin' to eat with it atilt there
wasn't [within' In town It, so ha toot
a steamer one day an' went down
river. We all 'lowed he'd be back In
a year broke an' ready for ;gain bog
as' hominy, but be wasn't."
"Speculated with the 110,000?
queried Parsons.
"No," replied Hancock. "He spent
It all an' then got a good /ob. Wen-
eselaus Stevens came back from San
Francisco an' said he seen Gosport
there. He was Laster for a big tea
house. They said he had the finest
palate in the whole trade. He's still
main' money on that palate. Ornery,
fat an' lazy ea' ige'rant as ever, but
be's makin' big money."
"The old lady done well by him,
after all, then," commented the store-
keeper. "He'd prosely have been on
the ciounty If she hadn't edgercated
hie palate."
"1 don't, know," said Hancock.
thoughtfully. "He nliglit have done
tel'able well kemplu' stors."—Cliicago
:root...2=Lp 
COMMUTER TESTS
MRS. COMMUTER
"A queer thing happened on the
train this morning," said the commut-
er to his wife. "I am going to put the
situation to you and ken what you
think of it.
"At Caldwell two men began to ar-
tue on the general cussedness of hu.
man nature. One was a pessimist, the
other an optimist. The optimist din
most of the talking.
" "Its average man,' said he, 'is hon-
est. I will prove it to you right now.
There are at least L'ie men ln this CAI
tnd not one of them I venture to say
• claim anything that does pot be.
kt.P4 to him.'
'The cynic admitted that they were,
...".eed, a pretty decent hit. 'But I'd
.Ivies you to go slow,' he said. How
yol propose to' test them?'
" 'This way,' said the optimist.
rare in my pocket a scarfpin that
have never worn. I only bought it
•esterday and am taking it to toot
to-day to give it to my wife's nephew
as a birthday present. Now, I am will
tag to give the impression that I found
It in this car. If anybody has nerve
enough to claim it as his he may have
It.'
'The cynic agreed to those coulli-
aoss and the porter was called.
" 'Will you ascertain,' said the op
theist, 'if anybody in this car has (cowl
anything receatlyr
'The porter walked up and down the
aisle cad bawled out at the top of his
role: 'Lost property found—lost
property found. Who doss It belong
to? TM gentleman has it.'
"Everybody looked through theta
pockets and several persons claimed Lc
be poorer than ekes they left home.
Three had lost money, one a watch
shank somebody Ole. a bunch of keys
and another • signet ring. Presently
a nuts sitting near the middle of the
WM jumped up and said:
• 'By °serge! I have lest a scrafpie!'
"'What kind of • pis was is?' asked
the optimist.
" 'it was an opal set in a gold band
ot Egypaaa workmanship,' was the
reply.
"The optimist nearly dropped 'Is
this It?' naked the optimist
" 'It Is,' said the men, and he took
the pia.
"The optimist was disheartened. He
had lost a valuable pin and his faith
In the honesty of mankind at the same
time, and the double blow was enough
to floor him. The cynic, although se-
cretly delighted, was pussied.
" 'Of course.' said he, 'you can't
squeal. You've agreed to let the tel
lew keep the pin, and you're bound
honor to do, but I'd demand as so-
plailatlos if I were you. The carmen
stances are really remarkable, and that
neck is doe you.'
"The optimist thought so, too, as he
went back and sat down beside the
man who had niched his pin.
- said the optimist, 'there is an
seed for me to tell you that you are
an internal rascal. You know that as
welt as I de. You are aware that that
pia does not belong to you. What I
would like to know is how you were
stele to describe It no accurately.'
"Than the optimist proceeded to re--
he. his previous conversation with the
sync. The young man listened with
tees appreciation. He did not get
mad.
" ler; he said. when It case his
time to talk, 'perhaps I as not suck s
vitiate is you birth. I costa demerit*
his pin because It belonged to me. I
lest It eve yews ago. I have bore look-
ing low it ever Owe. I Mew that I
dweld fad it some time. In all these
rears, whenever I heard of a maa find-
ing anything, I have batted in with a
description of that pin, hoping that be
might have it. I have bees particular-
ly alinous to get It in the last two
years. I am married now and I want
to get the opal set In a ring for my
wife. I thank you for returning it to
ma'
"The optimist listened. but be was
eat convinced. 'I understand the sit.
onion,' he said, 'but I still think you
are a rascal. In my opinion you have
so right to that pin. I bought It yes
isertlay 'in good faith. and I considet
'bat it belongs to me.'
"Finally they submitted the questios
fie the rest of the men in car. Opinion
was illiveded. Some thought the yowls
man entitled to the pin, others that
Ologioes had the beet claim to it."
"I am surprised," put in the corn
eauter's wife, "that there should be any
lisagreement. Of course it belonged tc
fhopenes. 'The ethics of the case an
aa plain as a pikestaff to anybody es.
-stet that young mita."
"Thanks." said the commuter. "Thai
was the point I wanted your opinion
'there was a brief silenee. Presently
;be commuter's wife looked at her bus
band's flashed face, at his wilted colliu
d the tie beneath.
"Why, where did you get that pin!'
she asked. "I never sawilt before As
mal set in a gold ban'—well, upon
my word! You don't mean to my--'
"Yes." said the commuter. "I do
I wanted the opal for you, but since
eon think I have no right to it—"
"Oh." said the commuter's wife
'that's different "—N. Y. Press,
The Old Suestient.
"Don't you find it a little eeibarrese
tag to be engaged to a widower"
"Well, yes," admitted the young litr1
fritedt4. "I do. Every once In awhile
( and myself starting to ask him if
am really the Snit gih he ever loved."
-Louisville Courier
-Journal.
Ferinented Liquor.
The four states which produced the
largest quantity of fermented liquor In
11104 were Now York, 10.691,8GS bar
rotes; Pennsylvania, 6,123,936 barrels;
(WA& as@ 1.100
IL OF A VETERAN;G. H. NOBTHCSOFT.
He was known as "Thoughtful Toe!
Me" among his acquaintances; his In-
timates called him "T. T." Thus does
friendehip assist to longevity. And be
cause the eobriquet were not inappro-
priate, he felt embarrassingly out of
;lace at the subtobs,n ball, where he
Jest met her. She seemed most bee
eilderingly beautiful to the tall, shy
youth, as he leaned against a pillar,
his moist hands clasped behind him.
That night Cupid was in form; no see-
mad shaft was needed.
Altar weeks of fruitless searching be
met her again. With a patience
worthy of the best of ca,uees he had
tried to find her unaided. But be only
knew her as the most beautiful girl
In London; so his quest was a trifle
difficult. At length, with many blushes,
be turned to the friend who had first
Introduced them and promptly secured
a e"Olewh; she's is a tea shop somewhere
In the city!"
Then be began • oourse of teas an
lunches extending over a wide area.
Faint, yet pursuing, he sat (Iowa on e
spring evening at one of the familial
species of marble-topped tables, and
from behind him there approached the
white-capped vestal who served that
particular altar.
"Good evening, Mr. 'Penialtins! What'
may youI. vitt wyssout"
she; and
be could 
only
pap and stammer.
"Ob. Miss Boll! How delighted I ama
to ma you again! I've been 'rosining
It I ever shield. Is fact, I've beets
looking for yea everywhere!"
"Have you, really? How akar
'Yes, that's jest how I feel! Geed
heaves*. I Walt you look better la
black than asyth leg!"
"Deal be silly! Shall I get you some
tsar
"Tea? Oh. yes! I hada't thought
of that Of course, tea and toast"
Thus begaa an evolution is intimate,
that was both swift and latereffideg to
the ealeskers, and of sleep hapertames
to at besot on. of these concerned.
Every evening he came and each time
stayed longer. Bet always sad only
ts tea.
"Why deal yea mew to nisch?" she
asked him one day.
"Ob. I can't very well!"
"But It isn't tar frost your office?"
"Oh, no; quits near! About lee
ailautoe' walk."
"I suppose you like somewhere else
better. Tiger's Is only good enough
ter tea' I see!"
"Really. no! it's not that at all!"
1 suppose you de have lunch?"
"Oh, regularly!"
"Well, come bare. We have very
nice joints and things, and this table
isn't always full 'l'ent ia, of course, 11
you care for me to wait upon you!"
Peer Totakins! That look and 11
piece of muffin nearly finished him. He
had to clasp her hand before he could
reply.
"Wiens, you know it's not that"
"Well. wily don't you come?"
And her smile defied him to give •
possible reason.
"Look here," be answered, 'you
ion* off early tomorrow sight, don't
your
'Tea'
"deft me at the corner of Memory
lase and let us go for a walk togeth-
er? De, -Witasie," he continued In a
whisper, "then I'll tell you why I
don't come to !mark"
Ile had never been to Hampstead
Heath betere, and it had been specially
arranged for her to get • good imprew
@Ion et It that evening Who would
dream she was • waitress, thought
Teenkins as be stepped proudly along
at her albs, trembhing every time their
elbows touched? She seemed to his
Imagination a goddess in modern garb,
escaped from the fragrant wood that
loomed before them in the spring
"I premised to tell you—"
"Year
"To tall you—about—why. I meas. I
don't come to lunch!"
"Don't if you had rather not, you
know. It doesn't matter in the least."
"But I want to. Shall we sit down?"
The kindly shadows veiled their rest-
lag place and only the spring breeze
beard.
"I've always been a queer fellow, I
believe," be began, "serious and shy;
what some chaps Cal 'good y -goo d y
I'm not really, yoo know. I'm very
fond of sport and do a lot of cycling"
"I love cycling!" she interpolated.
"I'm what they "all a fellow with so
dons. I suppose Pt's because I read
a good deal. And .I believe we don't
feed properly."
"What do you mean?"
'That is—I mean—we ought to eat
more fruit and nuts and that sort of
thing. In fact, I'm a vegetarian,
and—"
But her silvery laugh cut short his
explanation.
Jack, you silly boy! Is that
all! What rubhishi But I an glad!
I was afraid—"
"What? What were you afraid of,
Winner
"I was afraid—ft—was some one
else."
"Oh, Winn le! Sone one else?
Never!"
His arm stole round ber waist and
drew her to*ard him. Their bands
were tightly clasped. AM—yes, her
lips were perfect •
Next day she triumphantly plated
before him a full man's portion if
"event beef and Yorkshire" The cher-
(shed theory was exploded. Adam had
ainctImbed.—Londoa Opinion.
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REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL. MTATitS. lasTERN KENTUCKY PARISI EMI'
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN,
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Mon 133. 220 N. Third
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?reliable Mistake.
She--Some people profit by the alio
lakes of others.
He—Yes. like the minister who got a iAdvertise n the Register and get resultsSee far merry lag 14-9egeloinel
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$1.00, $2.50, $3.00 and $3.50 Razors for 87 cents
**Simple Razor Sale Going On
.McPhdrscon'sAT Drug Store
t- 8-c 87c 87e vc an 8c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c 87c
•
•
iliir•tiniffrec
•
17c 87c 87c 87c Syc 87c 87c 8;tc 87c 87c 
87c 87c 87c 87c 87c Ill7c 87c lye
Our window is loaded with Salesmen's Samples Razors, 
arran ging in price from $1.5o
Your choice 
These Razors 'arL.imported from •Germany and Sheffield, 
England.
EVIN2Y, RAZOR GUARMITEED Aro MAY BE 
EXCHANGED IF NOT SATISFACT9RY
Big Stock of Shaving Supplies at the Best Prices
...... • • - • • • • • .
en 87c
to $3-so
•-••87e
‘1,204? Sample Razor StropE, Worth $1.50 and $2.50. A COMPLETE
SAMPLE LINE. CHOICE 87 CENTS
Free Coupon
Razors sharpened free. Br ing in your
old Razor and our expert will sharpen it free.
•
ONE OF FEW MEXICAN
WAR SURVIVORS DIES
COLONEL WASH ROUNDTREE
HIS HOME AT SHARPE, MAR
at ERAL MONTHS' ILLNESS W
• CARUTHERS AND WIFE DI
GRAVES COUNTY AND WER
-THERE DIED YESTERDAY
MILITARY HERO IN WHOS
MENT STANDS IN OAK GR
GRIM REAPER.
Vice • •
• 
kikan11, d • . . •
Thi- _end of the state yesterday
Inst. one of its most celebrated and
widely known characters in person of
Colon.-I Wash ngton Roundtree. of
-.---.alsarpe. Marshall county'. as he ha,'
tsx-KY rististwindinetion of bring one of the
exceedingly few Stift , t or. of the
Mirsiein war. lk died of heart
trouble yesterday all will be buried
• sometime tomorrow at the cemetery
in that vicinity.
Mr Rotindtree was seventy-eight
years of age and born in Warren
county. Ky. \Viten the war with
Mexic.. broke out he was one of the
first to go to the front. Ile part.ci-
. pated in many of the scrims- battles,
•
•the wrest tring that of Vera Cruz,
and he was always the center of much
interest to his friends whom he en-
tertained with the stories of the
bloenly conflicts he and the others
went through during that war.
The deceased is survived by his
wife ind four sons, the latter being
klessr,. Granville. Garrett. Calvin and
Alv:n• iblanswitree, all well known
citizens of Nfarshall county.
For years Colonel Roundtree lised
in the Calvert City neighborhood of
Nlarshall county, but for the past
twenty years his home has been
round Sharpe. Some months ago he
was seized %%nil heist trouble amt.
- continued slowly gaowing worse tin-
til claimed by death- yesterday. There
arc only a few -of the Mexican %vat-
veterans left. and Mr. Roundtree was
always quite proud of the fact that he
was one who fought in that tierce
cooflict.
---
Husband and Wife 'Die.
In Grave.: county yesterday :Nil..
lohn Carnthers and w.fe were buried
the same specially built coffin.
Both died the evening before of
pneumonia, the wife passing away at
"• yr o'clock after a week's illness with
41110. at the husband fifty
Jji hre.c , days' , sic*-
n es s With the same ailment,
tiritithelltaltas sevintv vS•ars of,
• 1st"- yOretslik both
uc 
•
Titriot•Sse.. hu
t r ayes -county a'nUmber of
years s.hce, their seven surviving
children also residing in that county..
Ttotb had many Paducah. friends who
• Ire at the family's double afflic-
, -a, e•
1, •
W.aerilikilie Lady Died.
At 2:30 o'clock this afternoon there
wflliiepr.tvAched the flinemVxervices
e reopins of Mr** sa
us:' the tilllrentirdde,s eicts`dring tia(
• 'tionfe, ii.,100‘,N)hrt rt enI h
• stlyto$ Rev. Catvini.M.' IlitompAnn of
the First Rapfst church officiates. and
interment follows in Oak Grove eentie.
tiry. The deceased died' -ysterday
merening about i o'clock after .a ling-,
s X'egfiL.IVD,11
•
PASSED AWAY YESTERDAY AT
SHALL COUNTY, AFTER A SEV-
ITH HEART TROUBLE-JOHN
ED WITHIN AN HOUR IN
F. BDRIET) IN SAME COFFIN
A BROTHER OF THE PADUCAH
E MEMORY A BRONZE MONU-
OVE CEMETERY-WORK OF
complication of discs-es.
Mrs. Watts was born fifty years
ago in trigg county, and twenty years
since came to this section to make
her home: She W3i an excellent lady,'
well known to many. and one whow
noble life evidenced her consistency.
She ;s survived by seven children.
Mrs. Mollie Watts Nlagnor of St.
John's:. Messrs. William. Amino.. Ed-
ward. Walter. Roy and George Watts
of this city. Mr. William Watts be-
ing the popular postoffice clerk and
former secretary for the National
Brotlwrhood of Railway Carmen.
with beadiinarters in Kansas City.
Mo
Pooular Young Fellow.
Mr. Glenn Edwards passed away at
noon yesterday at his home, 10.22
Clay street. after a several months'
illness with complicated ailment. of
:the stomach.
The young man was thy son of
Mrs. Mary Edwards and resided near-
ly all his Fie in this esty where he
was born. Ile had been residing in
Memphis. where he remained until
last summer when he came home ill.
Getting better he returned to that
city, but in about two months his ill
health forced him back here where
he has gradually grown worse until.
claimed by death.
He was twenty-five years of age
and a popular young fellow. who is
survivzd by his mother and brother.
Mr. JameS Edwards.
The funeral serv-ces Occur thisaf-
ternoon at 3 o'clock at the residencei
with interment following at Oak
Grove cemetery. r
The .deceased was a young brother'
of the late Almer Edwards, the brave
soldier of the Paducah militia, who
was fatally shot during the race riot
at the courthouse about fourteen
years ago. and to whose memory now
stands a 
.handsome bronze soldier's
-mounment in Oak Grove cemetery.
Itennt Passed Away.
Yesorday morning -.the several-1
twirl's' old It6y.jnfatit of Mr. and Mrs:
Ettga#r Gra i1 . 315 -South .-Se&nid.
street died and was buried in the
aftvuopir at the family cemetesti .in
the Champion.): -briitte"'seetton Of the
comity.
•
NOTICE TO PAINTERS.'
II+ are askedlor painting the in-
side of the county jail. By seeing
Jailer J. W. Eaker at the jail work
will be shown to be done. Contract
will be let to the 'lowest and best
":9t nrti oce rr S.- It;ott.r.tr
slreet. -. I94..4;ictik.,40114ay.; Jaktitii;y,
14:•.eommittCe reserveq. rights to re:
ject all b•ds. J. J. BLEICH.
Chairman Jail Committee.
This a-sad worlel to
„.
:t Ebt:1
eet****0 4 4 • •
• •
• NEWS IN BRIEF
•
4400•01t*************••••••
-Manager John Bleeeker of the •
t• Ireton company yesterday said the
c.•-iipany would not have a team in
tin. Kitty baseball league this year.
but that ii others desired he would
cell any promoter the league frail -
v hist- his company was given by 1 he
promoters of last year's team.
--The "charity bureau" of iIie
Broadway- Methodist church nice.*
this afternoon with Mrs. William C.
Fades of Jefferson near Ninth street!
-Mrs. Carrie Lehmann delivers a
talk to the woman's meeting this af-
ternoon at the First Baptist church,.
• a! 2:30 o'clock Sunday after-
noon she makes another talk at the
county court house.
-This .ezeniag at 6...0 o'clock the
parish house suflper'srlill-tairyirrn by;
the Grace church • ladies. instead of
tomorrow night as originally in.
teneed.
-Mr George Baker has resigned
• bookkeeper at the ( II. Rieke
wholesale house .to become book-
keeper at • the American-German Na-
(tonal bank. Calhoun Rieke takes
charge of th'e books at the dry goods
toncervi.
--Sari-inlay the county teachers get
another month's salar), &Liao hav ing
ln en received from the state fund by
County Superintendent Itillington for
the teachers.
Of Course He Did.
"If 1 were nominated for the presi-
dency of the United States." said Mr.
Henpeck. "I would--
'You nominated for president ..;
the United States!" his wife inter-
mote& "iklat are you thinking of?
You mean if we are nominated, don't
you?"
Then he wisely changed the sub-
ject -Ch cairn Record-Fleralcl.
Why Not Poi Foraker First.
There would at least be more eu-
phony in a Republican rallying cry
of Roo' and Foraker than in one of
Taft and Lodge.--Philadelphia Rec-
ord.
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Only.
Your Clan of any
Suit or Overcoat
in the house  for $10.00
For this (fay only, Thursday, January 10, you
may select any of our. suits or overcoats, Day
us a $10.00 bill and it is yowl'. •
This Means
Any Of Our $20,
$18, $15 Suits or Overcaats
foi $10.00
TODAY
ONLY
4.
0,t
Vahan Youca• c•aano.F.ALAR nurote
Your frien4.61.1%-.m • AV ERFd-itAND LEADPtiatitaa PIKES CACITNILIOS323 ISHOADWAY PADUCAH. KY
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I. POPULAR WANTS. •
4
4 • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
FOR itENT-Two office rooms.
130 S. Yourth, over Sheriff's office)
Apply A. S. Thompson.
RIVER NEWS
LOST-Silver-handled unihrell.L.'
Dec. 27, at the Standard Club rooms,
with initials I.. G. .11, Finder return.
to this (Alec.
FOR RE-NT-New brick Wolter
231t Jefferson-6 desirable roorna'aiit
very desirable place; by month na
year. Apply J. B. HAI.I.
VAHITTESIORE RF-A 1. ESTAT
AGENCY Fraternits: building. '
FOR RENT-Five -enom dwelling,
Ncrth 7th. all modern conveniences.
Apply Mrs. R. Rowland, 411 N. 7th.
FOR RENT-Elegant Dam Sev
enth and Broadway. Apply to B.
Stott,
1 River Stara.Cairo. .43.5, roosts.\74Aaintelib..ga. 7,4 (antis. •
1/4,-.i4icisnaii. j.•• ri•Ing
•sittreszi.lrle. ig.ti falling.
1 . 7.3 falling
,/, jorn‘% Yie.i1e. 913764. failahlrisl sg.. 
• P -
• 
si runt. 41.6 rising.
Nealarille. 18.0 faring.
Finsbury. tio rt:ng
Sr. Louis. ora standing.
,/,/i11,t. Vernon. 40.0 risnig
v.4ducah. 30.2 rising
enside, exto falling.
fl. ?wire. sou falling
4 .paltir%burg. a3.9 riting.
WANTED FOR U. t ARMY-
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of It and 35: citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak. read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer. New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Import AccomWmt
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week or the
job. Terms reasonable.
JOHN D. SMITH, JR., 118 Fre
ternity building.
COAL A.PLENTY.
Pittsburg Coal Co.'s Lump Coal tst,
Under orders of the McCracken Carterville, Ill., Lump Coal .
curt. 1 will, on and after this day. Old Taylor, Ky.. Lamp Coal
offer for sale mm any quantity tolsuit
purchaser the entire stock and fix- 
25.000 bushels now stored in our
sheds
lures of the Hawkins' restaurant and 
. 922 Madison St_ Both phones,
A. E. 11011). 
cafe at 417 Broadway. at private sale. old 339, new 338.
BRADLEY BROS.
• • All
• g mg
The Stacker Lee ha. been let off'
t‘te Mound City. Ill., ways where she
nocierwent repairs.
The City of Memphi. got nut yfini•
ttiday for Tennessee river and comes
lack next Monday night.
The Peters I.ec goes, by today
bound from Memphis-to Cincinnati.
The strainer Kentucky c elves .not,
of the Tenn is er lale 1,,titaht
and lie. until Saturday afternoon Be-
t. re departing for her return that
Way
The Itettorff went to Nashville yes.
I. rday. , •
-SNIP
The Dick Fobler skips out at /4
o'clock this morning for Cairo and
conic' back tonight.
The Joe Fowler 'got here last night
horn Evansville amid departed at once
t.i her return that way
George Lee left Cincinnati
Ofay and gets here Saturday en
\slow') for Memphis.
I k
-The First Chri•tian chach ()the-
n% are' oreparint to spend St,otet
vir\tig improvements to the irrerior
O f Abe building. The board will not
'Alteir new pastor untit springs.
'MANY FEAR REPE-
TJTION OF 1884
ROOD
(Ce•sisesil Iran Page Gus.)
the ttater ow: error the lame
Ilie•lises, Mel
Etian.tinc. hid, Jan 0-iteport re-
ceived here toodght from Elizabeth-
town state. that a great part of that
town is submerged' in the- high water
.rnd the people are short of suppl es.
In many of the towns along the
k.witr ()hi,. river. in Illinois. wasn'tThe Morgan lir( :hers are here fromfor the timbwrr, hare no coal, and are forced to catchLouisville waiting
V - Harelt.m, nteinnes. which goes to the Ills driftwood tor filet At
Seedy river to tow.
The Kit Carson has been let off
the docks where she ?treat-et& a
new hull.
lot, on White River. Mr people are
also without coat, and, with t l`r mer-
cury falling tonight. intense suffering
is thr tatenei!'• ti. tho.e Firing in the
tecond stories of the the r isonses.
Many river men are of the opinion
thin the great tTi.od 4114 will he
dnplicased
Han" Rath, MIST Oastes:n,
Diaquoin. III.. 
-(•np---
reoriented ran in &Ott tient r•-•
t hroliglioso !Coot hem n Mimi,. t
wrought havoc with rat7roarl and
teaffic dtir irg the past fort y-eiv-'1
hones, and just now rlle tituatior is
little A
-Hanged! Alt of the Ilteger
streams are ore? their banks, and the
resultant damage wiTI be heavy,
.Nt Menoiiald, ea•t o this cite, the
tracks of I kr I Wad tit Centra l raitr.-41
usere itilittat•41 for' teveral , mile
while the .weare •itrration previik
var'ons. inner points ationg the lin
.kt NIurpllysborri the Big NItu
River has left its banks, and n
houses it he lartilibtlIS art' COtailleit I y
submerged. SevLral Perry. Cowl",
coal mine. situated near the risks
streams have been flooded and it willhe several days before normal-cern&lions are fully restored.
./1
..Erery-s-'-"----ottl 
'
either serves on fill rill- ka.
f111 THE BEST
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COAL
REALPrnssuRG
61 Kentucky Coal Co
INCORPORATED.
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
4•414414/44. 
. 
- 4444444~44.
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